Colby students try yoga. See pa ge 4.
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of a burden. House MinorityLeader
Richard Gephardt, who opposes
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cuts in the program, said governManaging Editor and
ment subsidies can save a student
Contributing Writer
nearly $5,000 over the life of a loan.
In addition to the entire Stafford
While most college students program coming under fire, the
were relaxing this summer, mem- abortion of the Ford Federal Direct
bers of Congress were in Washing- Loan Program, a subdivision of the
ton working on what could be the Stafford program which President
Clinton piloted in 1993, has been
largest cuts in student aid yet.
According to the National Alli- proposed in the House. The loans
ance to Save Student Aid, the U.S. are made directly from the United
Senate and the House of Represen- States Treasury to students, elimitatives are planning to cut $10.5 nating the need for middlemen,
billion from the
such as lenders
Stafford loan proand guarantor
gram. In the past, >
agencies, acStafford loans
cording to the
tragedy
for
students
have been given to
NewYorkTimes.
students by the , X &th£ Direct Jkoan ' ; y Supporters of
g o v e r n m e n t , :Pitoktmxiw&isr ended." the Direct Loanit
through private say
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lenders. Fees and
will save $4:3interest tacked ; '
billion by the
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; end of its first
onto the loans by [ ' < ' t* '\ 'V
the lenders are offive years by
ten subsidized by the government avoiding fees the government pays
while students are in school, if they both to the lenders and on defaults,
demonstrate need.
Because the Direct Loan program
In 1993, a reauthorization of the offers flexible repayment options,
Higher Education Act of 1965 en- defaults are projected to decrease
sured the availability of loans to dramatically.
any student, regardless of their
"We are on track to make good
family 's financial situation,accord- on our pledge to save taxpayers
ing to Associate Director of Finan- $4.3 billion in the course of the next
cial Aid Ludger Duplessis. Subsi- five years," said Education Secredies were made available for stu- tary Richard W. Riley upon apdents who demonstrated, through proval of the pilot program in 1993.
financial equity records, their need
Yesterday the Senate convened
for a temporaril y interest-free loan to address the student loan cuts,
(interest payments on the loan be- and the proposal to cap direct lendgin when the student is no longer ing. Funding to the Department of
at least a part-time student).
Education is also up for revision,
Congress is proposing cuts to which may present a problem in
this program, which will signift- excecuting remaining loans,
cantly increase the cost of loans for
"The fear is that the Department
even the lowest .income students, of Education won't have the fundmaking the cost of education more see LOANS on p ag e 5

Where Having Fun and Getting B ack at Your Roommate Go Hand In Hand
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Poster courtesy of the Student Association

Controversial poster advertising last weekend' s "Screw Your Roommate 9* dance.

Post ers raise charges
of sexual harassment
BY CASSIE DONN
Features Editor

Posters advertising
last
Saturday's "Screw Your Roommate"dance, sponsored by the Student Association (Stu-A), have
raised charges of sexual harrassment
and sexism.
The signs were put up by commons leaders last Tuesday and
Wednesday. On Wednesday, Jan
Arminio, associate dean of residential life, received numerous phone
calls regarding the posters and telephoned Stu-A.
According to Stu-A President
Tom Ryan '96, Stu-A agreed to help
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with publicity because the Screw
Your Roommate dance involved all
four commons.
Paul Fontana '96 and Julia
Kovacs '98, co-publicity chairs for
Stu-A, designed the posters. "We
thought it would be funny if two
small freshman boys were scoping
out tall, mature seniors who were
looking away," said Fontana.
"It was a play upon the classical
Colby stereotypes," said Kovacs.

"The women were faceless because
they were aloof and unattainable."
"We regret we made any implications; we didn't want to propagate stereotypes. We meant to make
fun of them," said Ryan. "Its intent
was satire."
"I think the poster is sexist,"said
Terry Arendell, associate professor
and chair of sociology and anthropology. "The women have no faces;
they are caricatures of bodies which
mean they're being objectified.
Women are being objectified. The
men do have faces."
"The 'meat book' in the poster
suggests that there is a ranking of
women going on," said Arendell.
see POSTERS on page 5

Colby Democrats make comeback on campus
BY MELISSA GERBI
Contributing Writer
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The Colby Democrats are making a vocal comeback and,
starting with their September 20 meeting, hope i;o become a
prominent group on campus, according to Emmett Beliveau
'99.
The source of the revival is Beliveau, a first-year student
who said he "dislikes the path which the conservative United
States Congress is taking" and proposes cooperating with
other organizations to educate students about proposals being made in Congress.
Of particular concern to Beliveau are the "proposed Republican cuts in student aid; the Republican Congress is
taking actions that will hurt students." Although he names
Republicans as the sponsors of the measures he wishes to
work against, Beliveau has made it clear that he is willing to
work with the Colby Republicans and other groups who
oppose the cuts in a non-partisan effort.
"If in fact they oppose these cuts as we do,I'd look forward

to working with the Republicans and defea ting the cuts,"said
Beliveau.
Now being debated in Congress are funding issues including the Stafford Loan program, Pell Grants and
AmeriCorps (a program allowing students to perform community service and fund their education).
Beliveau intends to address more than just national issues.
Locall, he is concerned with defeating an anti-gay referendum in Maine, proposed by Concerned Maine Families.
Working with Maine Won't Discriminate,an anti-discrimination group, he hopes to defea t the measure. Belivea u plans to
run a student voter registration drive and wants to alert all
students that anyone who is 18can register to vote in Waterville
any time up to and including election day.
Many other causes are going to be on the agenda and
Beliveau said he is hoping to make the group active with the
help of advisor Sand y Maisel, chair of the government department.
Beliveau said that he wants to find out which other issues
see DEMOCRATSon page 5

Groundbreaking

A ground breaking ceremony for the Pugh Center addition to the
Student Union will be held Saturday at 11a.m. Trustee Larry Pugh '55,
for whom the center is named, will be present at the ceremony. Also in
attendance will be Scott Teas, the architect who designed the Center.
The Pugh Center, scheduled to be completed by the opening of the
1996-1997 academic year, will feature office space for cultural and
religious groups, as well as a meeting space with room for 100 people
and two kitchens.
The Center is the result of a study conducted last year by the Trustee
Commission on Multicultural and Special Interest Housing. President
William Cotter said that the Pugh Center represents "a unique Colby
solution." (DM)

Vandals damage macmnes

Vandals caused at least $1,200 in damage to six vending machines
across campus last week, according to John Joseph, who maintains the
machines. The vandals did not get any money or drinks from the
machines, but caused substantial damage by forcing salt water into the
bill validators and coin exchangers. "Any time you get salt water in an
electronic unit it causes problems,"said Joseph. Each unit costs $200 to
replace, and will be added onto dorm damage bills. According to
Joseph, most of the damage occurred in the Heights and in Lovejoy. In
41 years at Colby, "last week was the worst week I've ever had," said
Joseph. (DM)

Pres. Council kicks off year

The first Presidents' Council meeting of the year focused on the
orientation of new members. Members also briefly discussed their
thoughts and concerns for the upcoming year.
"The Presidents'Council is not representative of the student body,
in terms of diversity," said Student Association (Stu-A) President Tom
Ryan '96. He feels it is necessary to "work harder to counter this fact."
Some preliminary feedback on the Screw Your Roommate posters,
which had been put up that day, was discussed. Also mentioned at the
meeting was the importance of hall unity at Colby. (RL)
I
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Substance free housing
popularity increasing
BY KATE DUNLOP
Contributing Writer

For the fourth year in a row, the
number of students choosing to live
in substance-free housing has
grown beyond administrators' expectations.
This year 76 first-year students
applied for 56 places available in
substance-freehousing. According
to Associate Dean of Housing Paul
Johnston, this increase raised the
total number of students housed in
East Quad and Pierce, the substance-free halls, to 141. During the
1992-93 academic year there were
42 students living in Marriner, the
only substance-free hall.
"I think [substance-free housing] is going to continue to grow,"
said Johnston. "People are more
health-conscious and it has become
increasingly more popular."
"People are more knowledgeable now about drugs and alcohol," said Dean of Students Janice
Kassman. "The whole topic is on
people's minds and there is a general awareness in our society."
Kassman said she is pleased
Colby is able to offer substancefree halls and pointed out that 80 to
90 percent of discipline problems
involve alcohol.
Students choose to live in substance-free halls for a variety of
reasons. Penjani Mphepo '99 said,
"I didnV want to be pushed into
drug and alcoholic activities."
"I didn't want to get stuck cleaning up a roommate every weekend," said Laura Houston '99.
"Many first year students are
leery of what the drinking scene

Decipherin g Colby s phones

ing for voice mail or local, they're
very surprised," said Robertson.
According to Gagnon, if a student
Contributing Writer
really wants their own plan, it can
be made available.
There are some things in this
The reason that in-state calls are
world that were not meant to be
:
so expensive is that the State of
understood. What is the meaning
Maine has mandated the secondof life? Why are we here? Why does
•^Jane Rober tson , asst.
it costs three times more to call
highest in-state rate in the nation.
of'~ : ~ ;
;
y/'
di]ir
^ctor
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According to STS, a call to PortBangor than it does to call Los Anadministrative
services
land, Maine from Waterville at
geles?
noon on a weekday will cost 40
Who exactly is billing us when
card,
debit
card
and
student
I.D.
cents a minute after the first minute.
we dial Boise, Idaho? It is not MCI,
A call made to Portland, Ornor is it Student Telephone Ser- MCI offers this option.
Colby sets the rates, according egon at the exact same time will
vices (STS). Colby sets the rates;
however,MCI and STS have a lot to to Gagnon, but does have to follow cost 28 cents a minute after the first
do with how much the College certain guidelines, such as those minute. "We're trying to provide
charges. Colby subcontracts to STS governing Direct Distance Dialing some discount package involving
to take care of accounts, and MCI (DDD). These are the shaded blocks some basic monthl y fee, which
provides the lines that we operate that appear in the STS brochure, would ideally benefit the frequent
and dictate rate changes according in-state caller," said Gagnon.
on.
With the money collected ,
Why MCI and not AT&T or to the time of the day.
According to Gagnon, the av- Colby pays the bills. "Colby wired
Sprint? This summer Director of
Administrative Services Ken erage person living in downtown every room in 1992, and acquired a
Gagnon and Assistant Director Jane Waterville pays $55 for installation, one-half million dollar switch to do
Robertson reviewed Colby's policy roughly $21 every month in basic it," said Gagnon. Installation fees
and spoke to a 11 three of the compa- fees and has to provide an answer- were also eliminated. By wiring
nies as well as NYNEX and others. ing machine.
every room, Colby increased the
Colby students avoid these costs number of phone lines on ca mpus
It was decided that MCI is suited
by getting pre-connected active by 900 percent , according to
best for the College's needs.
According to Gagnon, Colby lines upon arrival. "There is no in- Gagnon.
Colby took in $393, 978 from
has to consider long-distance ra tes, stallation fee, there is no monthl y
but also in-state rates and Internet fee, voice-mail is free," said the long-distance business last
access. AT&T was judg ed too weak Gagnon. "All you pay for is long year. Colby was lef t w i th $130,
747 after tolls, t a xes, and payin the Internet. Sprint's rates were distance."
For students who use STS or a ments. After switch p ayments of
higher than MCI's and lacked the
option of a one-card system. In a calling card for long distance the $111,069 a year and administraone-card system, one single piece active line is a good deal. "When tive costs, t h e depar t men t b reak s
of plastic acts as a phone card, meal other schools hear we aren't charg- even.Q

BY MIKE TRUMAN
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Shannon Baker *98, Dan Kipervaser 9
' 8 , FranBery *98 and
Alison Van Vort *98 support substance-free housing.
For many, life in the substancewill be like,' said Kassman.
"The amount of unclaimed free halls is close.
"It's like a big family — there's
dorm damage differs noticeably
between substance-free and other respect," said Jill Marshall '98.
"It'ssocial without drunken pardorms,"said Johnston. Last semester Drummond, a substance-free ties one after another,"said Johanne
hall,had no damagefees while fines Soden '96.
in Woodman totaled $1,890.
According to Johnston, the ultiStudents in the substance-free mate goal is to have a substancehalls have influenced other stu- free hall in each of the commons, in
dents in their decision attend Colby order to provide students more
and choose a substance-free hall. "I choice in what part of the campus
stayed overnight in a substance- they can to live.
. . .
.
^
free hall,"said Alison Van Vort '98.
The College will continue to
"I saw that the people were cool, meet the demand as long as there is
and based on my overnight experi- an interest," said Johnston.
ence I felt that Colby was right for
"We have lots of fun," said
me."
Houston. "It'sthe only way to go."Q
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•Americans shot by Belarussians

Two Americans died last Tuesday when their hot air balloon was
shot down by Belarussian combat helicopters. The balloonists, who
were competing in the annual Gordon Bennett Balloon Race, crossed
over the Polish border into Belarussian air space close to an air base and
missile launching site. The" Belarussian government released a statement that the balloon failed to respond to radio communication or
warning shots. The two crew members were killed when the 35,000
cubic feet of hydrogen gas in the balloon was ignited by shots from the
helicopters. Aj iy other balloons competing in the race which crossed
the border into Belarus were forced to land. The U.S. State Department
reported that the Belarussian government did not inform them of the
incident for nearly 24 hours.

•Welfare reforms

:

i
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Geology professors Robert Nelson, Paul Doss and Bruce Rueger

Colby geolo gist s receive
national recognition
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Asst. News Editor

Three members of the Geology
Department have been invited to
speak at the annual Geological Society of America (GSA) conference.
Assistant Professor of Geology
Paul Doss, Associate Professor and
Geology Department Chair Robert
Nelson and Senior Teaching Associate Bruce Rueger have all been selected tb present geological research
at the GSA conference to be held this
November in New Orleans.
The GSA is the premier scientific
organization in the geology field,
according to Doss. 6,000of the total
13,000 members attend the conferences annually,sharing research and
new information . However, Doss
said the meetings aren't solely geological, but relate to the whole of
society.
"We discuss student research

funding, public service work and
legislation, earth science policies,
grades K-12 education and other
environmental issues which affect
much of society," said Doss. Doss is
also a member of the Geological PublicPolicyCommittee,whichsupports
pro-environmental legislature.
Members participate in workshops
and lectures while at the conference,
which provides them with the opportunityto obtain new information
and establish valuable contacts.
"The conference is extremely
important," said Rueger.
"In order for us to be good teachers we have to be abreast of developments/'said Doss."After all,wehave
tb know what we're teaching."
Doss will present an abstract of
research he conducted involving the
stud y of wetland h y drology.
Nelson's review will concern the
educational sector of the conference,
includinghisdevelopmentsin teaching technique and new lab experi-

ment formats. Rueger, who is working on his Ph.D. through the Universityof Colorado,willpresentresearch
he has been conducting with mineral sands. Rueger'swork was aided
by Professors of Geology Harold
Pestana and Donald Allen. This collaboration means that the entire
Colby Geology Department will be
represented at thisyear'sconference.
"It's not often that so many of us
are asked to present research," said
Doss. The GSA conference receives
national press coverage, providing
Colby geologists with publicity and
recognition. "People will know that
scientists at Colby are doing things,"
said Rueger.
Future plans of the geology department include field trips, greater
student participation in geological
researchand campaignsfor increased
funding for student facilities. Doss is
planning a field experience trip to
the Everglades and a possible trip to
Bermuda.Q

Lost in cybersp ace
BY DENNIS D 'ANGELO
Contributing Writer

All across campus students are
toiling mightily,spending hours at
their desks, thinking and cursing
the day they ever bought a computer. Many of them do so with
good reason, seeing as their computers are not doing anything but
chirping happil y, asking the user
to repeat a step, and then chirping
again , asking politely if the user
would mind repeating a step again
and again until the user decides
that the sound of a typewriter
would be quieter than the chirp.
Much of this anxiety is coming
from trying to figure out the new
networking system at Colby,
which now takes advantage of
Ethernet. Nobod y knows wha t
Eth ernet is exactly, or where it
comes from, but we do know th at
it was very expensive to install,
and those who live in dorms connected with Ethernet have an imrnediateadvantageoverthosewho
donot ,although it is an advant age

that nobody quite understands, except of course Mr. Ethernet himself,
who must be onevery wealthy guy.
Those of us who do not live in a
dorm with Ethernet must depend on
modems. Mine is a very nice modem, a green one which operates at
14,400 baud and has switches and
wires I can only assume are very
important. It rests peacefully in my
computer, letting me know it is there
every now and then by cheerfully
announcing it is going to shut down
for a little bit and eat up the e-mail I
have spent 20 minutes writing. Nobody really knows what "baud" are
either,but 14,000 of them along with
my eight megabytes of RAM and
two sides of bacon can almost get me
hooked up to the Internet.
Despite the problems I have encountered, I have been able to receive and send out electronic mail,
an interesting form of communication that allows me to keep in touch
with the people who I have tried to
get away from so desparately. I have
also found Netscape tobe a phenomenal tool and toy. Simply put ,
Netscape can allow you to find al-

most anything you want on the
Internet.
For example,I decided to check
out Web sitesdedicated to the musical group REM, and I found over
100 sites containing everything
from photos and ihterviews to lyrics and guitar chords. I was also
able to locate the home pages of
other colleges and to tap into their
network resources. There is quitea
bit out there, and it is all for our
taking here at Colby. You can tap
into any of this if you have either a
computer with a modem, a dorm
that is hooked up via Ethernet,or a
seat in one of the MacLabs.
Beingon-lineallowsyou tofind
almost anythingyouwant,andyou
will be able to do it very quickly.
With newsgroups, web sites, and
interactive chat sites, there is always plenty to explore and find in
the electronic world. Take a look
around it, and you will discover
that there isalmost certa inly something out there that interests you.
77ms is the f irst in a seriesof articles
about llie Internet and tf ic resources it
makesavailable to Colbystudents.Q

Last week the U.S. Senate killed a plan to deny added welfare
benefits to mothers who have more children while on the dole. In
addition,a section of the Republican welfare bill proposed withholding
cash payments to unmarried teenagers who decide to have children.
Conservativesvowed to restore the provisions in a conference aimed at
patching differences between the Senate and House welfare reform
bills. Democrats and moderate Republicans cheered the changes, and
now expect that the Republican p lan will pass the Senate.

•Gore meets with Dalai Lama

President Clinton canceled plans for an Oval Office meeting with
the Dalai Lama, and instead dropped in briefly as Tibet's spiritual
leader met with Vice President Gore last Wednesday. The Chinese
government asserts that Tibet is part of China, and would view any
official meeting between the American President and Tibet's leaders as
meddling in Chinese domestic issues. Clinton has been particularly
wary not to openly offend China, due to the shakiness of the two
country's relations.

•Clinton support s student loan s

In a campaign-style address to students at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, President Clinton voiced his support for student
loan programs. He went on to attack bankers and lobbyists who are
fi ghting the Congressional program enacted in 1993 which allows the
federal government to make direct college loans to students. The
program isbeing looked at by Congress as one whichmay be cut to save
money in an attempt to balance the, budget. Clinton administration
officials said they intended the speech to put congressional Republicans on the defensive.

• Serbs dela y moving weapon s

Bosnian Serbs have been slow in withdrawing their weapons from
the area surrounding Sarajevo. The withdrawal is one condition of a
NATO halt on bombings of Serb positions in the former Yugoslavia.
The Serbs agreed on Thursday to move their heavy weapons at least
12.5 miles from the center of the city of 300,000 people. Last Saturday,
NATO officials reported that only about 43 of over 200 pieces of heavy
artillery and tanks in the area had been moved outside the zone. At the
same time the Serbs were breaking their promise of opening aid routes
to the city by blocking a convoy of relief vehicles.

•Women's rights

The Fourth World Conference on Women ended Friday with the
passage of a "platform for action" including provisions regarding sex,
violence, discrimination, economic power and inheritance. The Opening statement of the document called for "equal access to economic
resources including land, credit, science and technology, vocational
training, information, communication and markets, as a means to
further the advancement and empowerment of women and girls."
The document called for the right of women to make free decisions
about their sexual activity and child-bearing, governmental intervention against rape, genital mutilation of girls, domestic battering and
sexual harassment, equal rights to inherit property and access to loans.
The issue of sexual orientation was heavily debated in the final hours
and was eventually dropped from the preamble. The "platform for
action" is not a legally binding document, but rather one which is
intended to serve as a template for national policies and legislation.
Comp iled by Kol Harvey f rom MeNew York Times, September 11-15, 1995
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Subst ance free housing
popularity increasing

Groundbreaking

A ground breaking ceremony for the Pugh Center addition to the
Student Union will be held Saturday at 11a.m. Trustee Larry Pugh '55,
for whom the center is named,will be present at the ceremony. Also in
attendance will be Scott Teas, the architect who designed the Center.
The Pugh Center, scheduled to be completed by the opening of the
1996-1997 academic year, will feature office space for cultural and
religious groups, as well as a meeting space with room for 100 people
and two kitchens.
The Center is the result of a study conducted last year by theTrustee
Commission on Multicultural and Special Interest Housing. President
William Cotter said that the Pugh Center represents "a unique Colby
solution." (DM)

BY KATE DUNLOP
Contributing Writer

Vandals damage machines

Vandals caused at least $1,200 in damage to six vending machines
across campus last week, according to John Joseph,who maintains the
machines. The vandals did not get any money or drinks from the
machines, but caused substantial damage by forcing saltwater into the
bill validators and coin exchangers. "Any time you get salt water in an
electronic unit it causes problems,"said Joseph. Each unit costs $200 to
replace, and will be added onto dorm damage bills. According to
Joseph, most of the damage occurred in the Heights and in Lovejoy. In
41 years at Colby, "last week was the worst week I've ever had," said
Joseph. (DM)

Pres* Council kicks off year

The first Presidents' Council meeting of the year focused on the
orientation of new members. Members also briefly discussed their
thoughts and concerns for the upcoming year.
"The Presidents' Council is not representative of the student bod y,
in terms of diversity," said Student Association (Stu-A) President Tom
Ryan '96. He feels it is necessary to "work harder to counter this fact."
Some preliminary feedback on the Screw Your Roommate posters,
which had been put up that day, was discussed. Also mentioned at the
meeting was the importance of hall unity at Colby. (RL)
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For the fourth year in a row, the
number of students choosing to live
in substance-free housing has
grown beyond administrators' expectations.
This year 76 first-year students
applied for 56 places available in
substance-freehousing. According
to Associate Dean of Housing Paul
Johnston, this increase raised the
total number of students housed in
East Quad and Pierce, the substance-free halls, to 141. During the
1992-93 academic year there were
42 students living in Marriner, the
only substance-free hall.
"I think [substance-free housing] is going to continue to grow,"
said Johnston. "People are more
health-conscious and it has become
increasingly more popular."
"People are more knowledgeable now about drugs and alcohol," said Dean of Students Janice
Kassman. "The whole topic is on
people's minds and there is a general awareness in our society."
Kassman said she is pleased
Colby is able to offer substancefree halls and pointed out that 80 to
90 percent of discipline problems
involve alcohol.
Students choose to live in substance-free halls for a variety of
reasons. Penjani Mphepo '99 said,
"I didn't want to be pushed into
drug and alcoholic activities."
"I didn't want to get stuck cleaning up a roommate every weekend," said Laura Houston '99.
"Many first year students are
leery of what the drinking scene

9
Decip herin g Colby s p hones
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Contribut ing Writer
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Echo photo by Leanna Hush
Shannon Baker '98 , Dan Kipe rva ser '98, Fran Bery '98 and
Alison Van Vort '98 support substance-free housing.
For many, life in the substancewill be like," said Kassman.
"The amount of unclaimed free halls is close.
"It's like a big family — there's
dorm damage differs noticeably
between substance-free and other respect," said Jill Marshall '98.
"It'ssocial without drunken pardorms,"said Johnston. Last semester Drummond, a substance-free tiesone after another,"said Johanne
hall, had no damagefeeswhile fines Soden '96.
According to Johnston, the ultiin Woodman totaled $1,890.
Students in the substance-free mate goal is to have a substancehalls have influenced other stu- free hall in each of the commons,in
dents in their decision attend Colby order to provide students more
and choose a substance-free hall. "I choice in what part of the campus
;, .
stayed overnight in a substance- they can to live.
''The College will continue to
free hall,"said Alison Van Vort '98.
"I saw that the people were cool,' meet the demand as long as there is
and based on my overnight experi- an interest," said Johnston.
"We have lots of fun," said
ence I felt that Colby was right for
Houston. "It'stheonly way togo."Q
me."

There are some things in this
world that were not meant to be
understood. What is the meaning
of life? Why are we here? Why does
it costs three times more to call
Bangor than it does to call Los Angeles?
Who exactly is billing us when
we dial Boise, Idaho? It is not MCI,
nor is it Student Telephone Services (STS). Colby sets the rates;
however, MCI and STS have a lot to
do with how much the College
charges. Colby subcontracts to STS
to take care of accounts, and MCI
provides the lines that we operate
on.
Wh y MCI and not AT&T or
Sprint? This summer Director of
Administrative Services Ken
Gagnon and Assistant Director Jane
Robertson reviewed Colby 'spolicy
and spoke to all three of the companies as well as NYNEX and others.
It was decided that MCI is suited
best for the College's needs.
According to Gagnon, Colby
has to consider long-distance rates,
but also in-state rates and Internet
access. AT&T was judged too weak
in the Internet. Sprint's rat es were
higher th an M CI' s and lacked the
option of a one-card system. In a
one-card system, one single piece
of plastic acts as a phone card, meal
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ing for voice mail or local, they re
very surprised," said Robertson.
According to Gagnon, if a student
really wants their own p lan, it can
be made available.
The reason that in-state calls are
so expensive is that the State of
Maine has mandated the second-'Jane Rober tson , asst.
highest in-state rate in the nation.
illli^Slllii^sJl^PMFISlMf^ According to STS, a call to Portadmin ist ra t ive servic es land, Maine from Waterville at
noon on a weekday will cost 40
card, debit card and student I.D. cents a minute after the first minute.
MCI offers this option.
A call made to Portland, OrColby sets the rates, according egon at the exact same time will
to Gagnon, but does have to follow cost 28 cents a minute after the first
certain guidelines, such as those minute. "We're trying to provide
governing Direct Distance Dialing some discount package involving
(DDD).These are the shaded blocks some basic monthly fee, which
that appear in the STS brochure, would ideall y benefit the frequent
and dictate rate changes according in-state caller," said Gagnon.
to the time of the day.
With the money collected,
According to Gagnon, the av- Colby pays the bills. "Colby wired
erage person living in downtown every room in 1992, and acquired a
Waterville pays $55 for installation, one-half million dollar switch to do
roughly $21 every month in basic it," said Gagnon. Installation fees
fees and has to provide an answer- were also eliminated. By wiring
ing machine.
every room, Colby increased the
Colby students avoid these costs number of phone lines on campus
by getting pre-connected active by 900 percent, according to
lines upon arrival. "There is no in- Gagnon.
stallation fee, there is no monthly
Colby took in $393, 978 from
fee, voice-mail is free," said the long-distance business last
Gagnon. "All you pay for is long y ear. Colby was left with $130,
distance."
747 af ter t olls , taxes, and payFor stu dents who use STS or a ments. After switch paym ents of
call ing ca rd f or l ong di stance the $111,069 a year and administraactive line is a good deal. "When tive costs, the d epar t ment br ea ks
other schools hear we aren 't charg- even.Q
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•Americans shot by Belarussians

Two Americans died last Tuesday when their hot air balloon was
shot down by Belarussian combat helicopters. The balloonists, who
were competing in the annual Gordon Bennett Balloon Race, crossed
over the Polish border into Belarussian air space close to an air base and
missile launching site. The' Belarussian government released a statement that the balloon failed to respond to radio communication or
warning shots. The two crew members were killed when the 35,000
cubic feet of hydrogen gas in the balloon was ignited by shots from the
helicopters. Any other balloons competing in the race which crossed
the border into Belarus were f orced to land. The U.S. State Department
reported that the Belarussian government did not inform them of the
incident for nearly 24 hours.

•Welfare reform s
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Geology professors Robert Nelson, Paul Doss and Bruce Rueger.
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Colby geologist s receive
n at ional r ecognit ion
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Asst. News Editor

Three members of the Geology
Department have been invited to
speak at the annual Geological Society of America (GSA) conference.
Assistant Professor of Geology
Paul Doss, Associate Professor and
Geology Department Chair Robert
Nelson and Senior Teaching Associate Bruce Rueger have all been selected tb present geological research
at the GSA conference to be held this
November in New Orleans.
The GSA is the premier scientific
organization in the geology field,
according to Doss. 6,000of the total
13,000 members attend the conferences annually,sharing research and
new information. However, Doss
said the meetings aren't solely geological, but relate to the whole of
society.
"We discuss student research

funding, public service work and
legislation, earth science policies,
grades K-12 education and other
environmental issues which affect
much of society," said Doss. Doss is
alsoamemberof the GeologicalPublicPolicyCommittee,whichsupports
pro-environmental legislature.
Members participate in workshops
and lectures while at the conference,
which provides them with the opportunity to obtain new information
and establish valuable contacts.
"The conference is extremely
important," said Rueger.
"In order for us to be good teachers we have to be abreast of developments,"said Doss. "After all,wehave
to know what we're teaching."
Doss will present an abstract of
research he conducted involving the
stud y of wetland hydrology.
Nelson's review will concern the
educational sector of the conference,
including his developmentsin teaching technique and new lab experi-

ment formats. Rueger, who is working on his Ph.D. through the UniversityofColorado,willpresentresearch
he has been conducting with mineral sands. Rueger'swork was aided
by Professors of Geology Harold
Pestana and Donald Allen. This collaboration means that the entire
Colby Geology Department will be
represented at thisyear'sconference.
"It's not often that so many of us
are asked to present research," said
Doss. The GSA conference receives
national press coverage, providing
Colby geologists with publicity and
recognition. "People will know that
scientists at Colby are doing things,"
said Rueger.
Future plans of the geology department include field trips,greater
student participation in geological
research and campaignsfor increased
fundingfor student facilities. Doss is
planning a field experience trip to
the Everglades and a possible trip to
Bermuda.Q

Lost in cybersp ace
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Contributing Writer

All across campus students are
toiling mightily,spending hours at
their desks, thinking and cursing
the day they ever bought a computer. Many of them do so with
good reason, seeing as their computers are not doing anything but
chirping happily, asking the user
to repeat a step, and then chirping
again , asking politely if the user
would mind repeating a step again
and again until the user decides
that the sound of a typewriter
would be quieter than the chirp.
Much of this anxiety is coming
from trying to figure out the new
networking system at Colby,
which now takes advantage of
Ethernet. Nobod y knows what
Ethernet is exactly, or where it
comes from, but we do know that
it was very expensive to install,
and those who live in dorms connected with Ethernet have an immediateadvantageoverthosewho
d° not,although it is an advantage

that nobody quite understands, except of course Mr. Ethernet himself,
who must be one very wealthy guy.
Those of us who do not live in a
dorm with Ethernet must depend on
modems. Mine is a very nice modem, a green one which operates at
14,400 baud and has switches and
wires I can only assume are very
important. It rests peacefully in my
computer,letting me know itis there
every now and then by cheerfully
announcing it is going to shut down
for a little bit and eat up the e-mail I
have spent 20 minutes writing. Nobody really knows what "baud" are
either,but 14,000of them along with
my eight megabytes of RAM and
twosides of bacon can almost get me
hooked up to the Internet.
Despite the problems I have encountered, I have been able to receive and send out electronic mail,
an interesting form of communicat ion tha t allows me to keep in touch
with the people who I have tried to
getawayfrom so desparately.Ihave
alsofound Netscape tobeaphenomenal tool and toy. Simply put ,
Netscape can allow you to find al-

most anything you want on the
Internet.
Forexample,I decided to check
out Web sites dedicated to the musical group REM,and I found over
100 sites containing everything
from photos and interviews to lyrics and guitar chords. I was also
able to locate the home pages of
other colleges and to tap into their
network resources. There is quite a
bit out there, and it is all for our
taking here at Colby. You can tap
into any of this if you have either a
computer with a modem, a dorm
that is hooked up via Ethernet, or a
seat in one of the MacLabs.
Being on-line allows you to find
almostanythingyouwant,and you
will be able to do it very quickly.
With newsgroups, web sites, and
interactive chat sites, there is always plenty to explore and f ind in
the electronic world. Take a look
around it, and you will discover
that there is almost certainly something out there that interests you.
Tltis is the f irst in a series of articles
about the Internet and tlie resources it
makesavailable to Colbystudenls.D

Last week the U.S. Senate killed a plan to deny added welfare
benefits to mothers who have more children while on the dole. In
addition,a section of the Republican welfare bill proposed withholding
cash payments to unmarried teenagers who decide to have children.
Conservatives vowed to restore the provisions in a conference aimed at
patching differences between the Senate and House welfare reform
bills. Democrats and moderate Republicans cheered the changes, and
now expect that the Republican plan will pass the Senate.

•Gore meets with Dalai Lam a

President Clinton canceled plans for an Oval Office meeting with
the Dalai Lama, and instead dropped in briefly as Tibet's spiritual
leader met with Vice President Gore last Wednesday. The Chinese
government asserts that Tibet is part of China, and would view any
official meetingbetween the American President and Tibet's leaders as
meddling in Chinese domestic issues. Clinton has been particularly
wary not to openly offend China, due to the shakiness of the two
country's relations.

•Clinton support s student loan s

In a campai gn-style address to students at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, President Clinton voiced his support for student
loan programs. He went on to attack bankers and lobbyists who are
fighting the Congressional program enacted in 1993 which allows the
federal government to make direct college loans to students. The
program is being looked at by Congress as one which may be cut to save
money in an attempt to balance the, budget. Clinton administration
officials said they intended the speech to put congressional Republicans on the defensive.

• Serbs delay moving weapons
Bosnian Serbs have been slow in withdrawing their weapons from
the area surrounding Sarajevo. The withdrawal is one condition of a
NATO halt on bombings of Serb positions in the former Yugoslavia.
The Serbs agreed on Thursday to move their heavy weapons at least
12.5 miles from the center of the city of 300,000 people. Last Saturday,
NATO officials reported that only about 43 of over 200 pieces of heavy
artillery and tanks in the area had been moved outside the zone. At the
same time the Serbs were breaking their promise of opening aid routes
to the city by blocking a convoy of relief vehicles!

•Women's rights

The Fourth World Conference on Women ended Friday with the
passageof a "p latform for action" including provisions regarding sex,
violence, discrimination, economic power and inheritance. The opening statement of the document called for "equal access to economic
resources including land, credit, science and technology, vocational
training, information, communication and markets, as a means to
further the advancement and empowerment of women and girls."
The document called for the right of women to make free decisions
about their sexual activity and child-bearing, governmental intervention against rape, genital mutilation of girls, domestic battering and
sexual harassment, equal rights to inherit property and access to loans.
The issue of sexual orientation was heavily debated in the final hours
and was eventually dropped from the preamble. The "platform for
action" is not a legally binding document, but rather one which is
intended to serve as a template for national policies and legislation.
Compiled by Kol Harveyfrom t he New York Times, September 11-15,1995
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Take a break and a breath and try y oga
personal comfort , according to McMullin. Because it
concentr ates on the self, yoga can become a lifestyle
that is benef icia l to peop le of all ages and physical

BY MOLLY FRAZIER
Contributin g Writer

capabilities.
McMullin is a living example of yoga's benefits.
At 70, she has been practicing and teaching yoga for
over 20 years. McMullin discovered yoga at her local
YMCA , but found advantages in teaching herself.
This is important, she believes, because it allows her
to find what is right for her bod y.
Aside from teaching yoga, McMullin holds meditation and massage classes both in her home and her
work p lace. Every Sunday she holds Zen meditation
workshop s at her home; these sessions are open to
anyone interested in meditation or forms of relaxation.

With all the stress that accompanies an active
college student 's dail y life, an effective form of relaxation is yoga. The yoga classes Colby offers through
the "Wellness program are in hi gh demand.
"There were 28 students on the sign-up list, and
unfortunately we could onl y lake 16. Ei ght people are
alread y signed up for the next session," said Lillian
McMuIIin, the class instructor.
According to McMullin, yoga is attractive to studen ts because it is accessible for people of all skill
levels. Students who get involved in yoga find that it
contributes to overall health, both p hysical and mental, as it increases bodv awareness.
McMullin is also an AIDS Buddy and a Hospice
"Yoga has gained popularity with college students worker. She believes all her services in the community
in the past few years. For the last several years of and her classes keep her grounded in what is imporsessions there has been a long waiting list," said tant. "I like to do anything I can to help,because it also
McMullin. According to Miranda Miller '96, yoga is a keeps me focused," she said.
Students in McMullin's yoga class are getting a
gift to many students involved with sports, schoolwork and activities.
sense of what relaxation is, for in that hour and a half
Those taking the class admit that they had little they loosen their grip on everyday problems. "It is a
knowledge of yoga and were curious about it.
very relaxing way to spend the afternoon — a break
"I've never tried yoga before. I was interested in from stud y ing," said Jason Flesh '99.
According to McMullin, each session begins with
trying meditation and yoga is somewhat related. It
makes me feel really relaxed ," said Gabriel Deknatel several minutes of silence in the relaxed laying pose
'99.
known as savasana. Following the rest pose are a
Students found that the class required no previous variety of yoga positions that focus on certain body
knowled ge, experience, or skill —just an open mind. areas. Some positions take on an animal likeness and
Interest in the yoga class is so great that the number are given names like cobra, fish, and cat. The session
alread y enrolled for next semester's class is steadil y ends in the rest pose, or savasana, where many stuincreasing. "If I hadn 't gotten into this class 1 would dents find themselves so relaxed that they drift off
have been very interested in taking the next session," into sleep.
said Ashley Vogt '99.
"I took yoga when I was a freshman and I loved it.
According to McMullin, the art of yoga consists of It is great to have a scheduled relaxation time for my
natural positions for the bod y, accompanied by con- body and mind," said Stephanie Cleaves '96.
trolled br eathing. With proper breathing comes relax"Yoga is also an opportunity for people to try
ation,stress management, and also a source of energy. something new and perhaps be help ful to them, espeYoga is a personal interpretation that is based on cially since yoga can be enjoyed by everyone. I think
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Lillian McMullen demonstrates what is commonly known as
"the tree pose **.
it is wonderful that Colby's Physical Education Department offers something as non-traditional as yoga because it reaches students of all
physical abilities and benefits them mentally, physically, and emotionally," said McMullin.a
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WMHBMusic Director Da ve Hanover '97 and New AgeDirector Dan Potelle.

Tune into Co lby 's WMHB

Colby students and local residents will be able to tune into 90.5
FM and hear a diverse selection of
programming any time of day when
WMHB goes back into full swing
on September 27.
General Manager Casey Swan
'96 said that the station's "main
goal is to enlighten,educate and let
peop le hear music in Maine that
you might not be able to hear." To
reach this goal,Swan said, "we ask
if half a DJ's show is new music."
Assistant General Manager
Greg Moody '97, who hosts a jazz
show, said he would,"prefer to see
50 percent...unheard rock, but we
can't really police that or no one
would listen."
According to Moody, the station receives all kinds of music from

groups looking for their big break.
"Anything that is not considered
top 40 they'll send to us up to a
month before commercial stations
get itMoody said the station supports
"little labels that give the littleband
a chance to be picked up by a major
label. Without college radio many
of the bands on majo r labels
wouldn't exist today."
Specialty shows on WMHB are
exempt from the new rock requirement. This includes programs featuring Broadway show tunes, big
band music, jazz and talk shows
and sports shows.
Shirley Littlefield, a Dana Dining Hall employee who has been
with WMHB for the past five years,
plays fiddle, bluegrass and country music on her show. She is usually on the air during the summer
and school vacations.
In addition to the music she

AccordingtoArendell,two dozen
women came to talk with her, angry
andupset attheposters'implications.
'Manypeopleinmydepartmentcomplained to Deans Department about
the posters," said Arendell.
While complaints were voiced
through a variety of channels, they
were met often with questions of censorship and free speech.
"Stu-A has a broad latitude to put
up posters," said Dean of Students
Janice Kassman. "The role of the adrrrfnistrationis not to serve as censor
where every poster needs approval.
We don't want to stand in the way of
matters beingput up."
According to the Colby Student
Handbook,"therightof freespeech—
which does not include a right to harass, injure, or silence others — is essential inanacademiccommunity and
will be vigorously upheld."
"I found the posters demeaning
and
offensive," said Joan
Sanzenbacher, directer of special programs and women's services.
While Ryan pointed out that
women were involved in the process
during every step and their inputwas
used in the design, opponants were
not satisfied.
"It doesn't matter [that women
Were involved], " said Arendell.
"Women canpartid pateandnotknow
they are. All we get is caricatures of
'egs, breasts and curves."
"Posters like this encourage stereotypes. Women depicted as sexual

objects for men is offensive, said
Arendell. "'Screw' has sexual connotations. It is what men do to women.
Women get screwed. Men do the
screwing."
According to Arendell, under
Equal Opportunity Commission
(EOC) guidelines "the posters can be
interpreted to be creating a hostile
work environment which is against
the law."
"It can legally be consideredsexual
harassment," said Rachel Moritz '99.
"Rightofspeechendswhereitbecomes
harassing. It made me feel uncomfortable. Everyone has a right to feel comfortable here. What is not offensive to
one may be offensive to another."
According to the Colby Student
Handbook, sexual-based harassment
"results in loss of self-esteem for the
victim and in the deterioration of the
qualityoftheclassroom,socialorworkplace environment. Neither the law
norCollegeregulationpermitsharassment defined in thesepolicies."
"I don't think there's legal issue
here," said President William Cotter.
"According to the EOC, issues that
represent harassment are by one employee to another employee."
On Friday morning students and
faculty received letters from Stu-A in
their mailboxes addressing the poster
situation. Part of the letter said, "we
apologizefor any harmfhatw ecaused
individualsorgroupsoncampus,and
insist we acted without malice."
"I didn't really notice the posters,"

BY EMILY LAPPEN
Contributing writer

POSTERS, continued f rompage 1—

ing it needs to do the«xcellent job
it has been doing,"said Duplessis.
He said this decrease in efficiency,
due to a lack of funds, could
potentailly entice many institutions back to the old bank ways,at
students expense.
The House is preparingto address the loan issue on September
27, proposing a full-scale rollback of the Direct Loan Program.
This is the first year Colby has
participated in the Direct Loan
Program, according to Duplessis.
Hesaid "quitea number"of Colby
students have benefitted from the
increased availablity of loans.
"Because it is the only entitlement program, [more] students
are borrowing," said Duplessis.
"It.would be a tragedy for students if the Direct Loan Program
was ended," said President William Cotter,who held a conference
last springwithpresidents of other
Maine schools, including Bates
and Bowdoin, to create public
awareness of the cuts.
Direct loans not only financiall y benefit students, said
Duplessis, they are also more efficient for the college. The Department of Education deals directly
with Colby, eliminating the paperwork involved with private
lenders,which considerably slows
the loan process.
"The Department of Education is the one program we can
point to that is absolutely stellar," said Duplessis. The potential cuts "are due to heavy lobbying by private interests who have
lost money because the Department of Education is doing such
a good job."
It would be to the banks' advantage to remain the intermediary in the loan process, said
Duplessis, because they make

money on interest and other fees,
which thereforecosts the government more to subsidize. If the
government has to pay the added
fee to the banks instead of giving
money directly to students, less
money is available, resulting in
fewer loans.
President Bill Clinton sent am
article to all college newspapers,
for the first time since taking office,stating thathe"opposes these
cuts" and that he "will do everything in [his] power to fight them
and to see to it that the dream of
higher education remains real for
all Americans."
According toClinton's10-year
budget, the budget for all education, training and aid to students
would be increased by $40billion,
while the proposed Republican
cuts would take $36 billion from
education, including the $10 billion in loan benefits to students.
If Congress succeeds in these
efforts , we risk returning to an
educational system available only
to the elite, or to those who eventually will work at the very top of
the income scale," said one member of the Alliance.
The necessity of a balanced
budget and the importance of furnishing education to those who
can not afford it themselves is a
weighty issue even some students
do not agree on.
"If the government needs to
cut money for the betterment of
the U.S. economy, then everybody, including students, needs
to makesome sacrifices,"said Erik
Quist '99.
"The roots of success are in
education," said Miguel Leff '98.
"If the Federal government fails
to support education they are failing to support the future of
America."?

plays, Littlefield offers information on local happenings,
children's songs and help ful hints.
"I give away tickets to my fiddle
convention," she said. Between
2,000 to 4,000 people have gathered in Littlefield's backyard for
the convention each of the past 23
years.
Paul Fontana '96 is the host of
the well-known and often controversial specialty show Nocturnal
Emission.
"It is a talk show late at night
featuring interviews and new perspectives," Fontana said.
This year Fontana is the publicity chair for the station, and said he
sees this as an area with a lot of
room for improvement. According
to Fontana, "[WMHB has] never
done much to publicize, that's why DEMOCRATS
, continued f rompa ge 1 —
I'm doing it this year. They've alColby Democrats had previously
ways kept a low profile, that's why peop le are interested in. *
"I have no idea what the turn- existed, the organization has been
I wanted to take the job."Q
out might be. I just want to...talk primaril y active only in election
about the future of the group," years.
The organization will be maksaid Chuck Schad'98. "I didn't really Beliveau said prior to the first
find themoffensive,"said AliceZecher meeting. According to Beliveau, ing itself heard on campus and
he was surprised that there was no hopes to be "a group of students
'98.
While Ryan said he feels much of such group represented at the Stu- who take action, whether it is on
the problem could be solved through dent Activities fair, and did re- campus, local or national issues,"
dialogue,merehasbeennodirectconi- search to find that although the said Beliveau.Q
municationbetweenArendell andStuA. "I wish communication lines were
clear,"said Kovacs. "I wishI had been
addressed. I meant no harm."
"I have no plans to talk to Stu-A,"
said Arendell. "I've called various offices to file a complaint. I have phone
calls in to PresidentCotter."
"The general issue is of respectas
well as free speech. It is a collision of
fundamental values. We encourage
people to talk about it," said Cotter.
"1 hope this brings about a higher
consciousness about the affects of objectification," said Arendell. "I hope
for an increase in sensitivity."
I don't expect much to come out
ofit. It tookwomen200yearstogetthe
vote. It is a slow progress toward gender equality," said Director of
Women'sStudies Cheshire Calhoun.
"Wewouldn't tolerateon thiscampus caricatures of people of color or
other kinds of groups. Why is it that
we still toleratestereotypes of women
or even men?" said Arendell.
The Harassment Advisory Group
is holding its first meeting of the year
thisFriday. "Wheneversituationslike
this come up it is important to have a
community where people can speak
out,"said Kassman. "People can learn
from mistakes and move on."Q
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Arts and Entertainment
God Street Wine to play at Colby Saturday
LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

Saturday night will rock for
fans of jamming,melodic music.
God Street Wine, a New York
City band that features dual lead
guitarists and lead singers and is
known for its experimental live
shows, will p lays in Wadsworth
Gymnasium on September 23.
While this will be God Street
Wine 's first performance at
Colby, they are no strangers to
the concert stage or the college
scene. The band's strongest fan
base is college students and they
p lay approximatel y 200 shows a
year.
God Street Wine formed while
the members were students at
New York University and the
Manhattan School of Music. Often compared to the likes of
Phish, Blues Traveler and the
Spin Doctors, God Street Wine
nontheless maintains its own
unique sound. The use of dual
guitars gives their songs a sound
that borders on the Allman Brothers, and they have a softer side
reminiscent of Steel y Dan. The

band also plays a number of
songs that feature rhythmic talking and funkier, ska-like beats.
Although better known for its
live shows, God Street Wine has
now signed with Geffen Records
and the album $1.99 Romances is
a solid effort that was released
just under a year ago.
Although God Street Wine has
yet to reach the stardom that other
bands in the genre have attained
recently, they are able to put together some catchy songs and a
good live show. They are different from other bands that emphasize their jams as they sound
polished and together all the
time, and even their experimentation does not steer too far from
the melody. This makes them enjoyable and exciting, but they do
not suffer too much from the low
moments that are unavoidable
with jams, and they are relativel y
easy to listen to.
God Street Wine plays Saturday night. The doors open at 7:30
p.m. and Angry Salad begins the
show at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 in
advance for students, $10 for the
Photo courtesy of Geffen Records
general public and $12 day of
New York City band God Street Wine will p l a y in Wadsworth Gymnasium Saturday.
show.Q

"Usual Susp ects proves to
be suspenseful thriller
LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

The most exciting film of the
year opened at Railroad Square
Cinema last week. "The Usual Suspects " has an all-star cast, an upand-coming director, and a complex story that will keep viewers
watching and guessing until the
very last frame.
This thriller has all the makings
of a Best Picture nominee. Each scene
adds another twist or turn to the

plot, and when it is over you might
even want to stay in the theater and
watch the next snowing just to see if
all the pieces of the puzzle fit together.
Kevin Spacey gives the best performance of the film, but the rest of
the cast — which includes Benicio
Del Toro, Kevin Pollak, Gabriel
Byrne and Stephen Baldwin —
shines as well. Spacey plays Verbal, a nervous wreck of a con man
who has been arrested for his involvement in a complicated crime

plot.
The film centers around the
meeting of five hard core criminals
in a police line. Verbal recounts the
story to a U.S. Customs agent named
Dave Kujan (Chazz Palminteri),who
is trying to figure out why a boat
with $91 million worth of cocaine
on board exploded and killed 27
people. Their stories are all connected, but only Verbal knows to
what extent.
The main difference between
see THRILLER on page 10

Museum shop offers art , culture
ANNA GOLDSMITH
Staff Writer

Back in the Wild West, as sure
as the tumbleweed would blow,
every cowboy needed a good pair
of boots. But instead of marching
into the local shoe store and picking out a ready-made pair of size
13s, the cowboy would have to put
on two identical boots, stand in a
water trough and wait for the boots
to mold to his feet. It was not the
most comfortable shopping experience.
In 1911 a pair of Justin boots
cost$ll.The company made$l ,000
that year. Considering that the cowboys who bought the boots were
only making about $30 a month,
that is quite a bit of money. Now

the boot company of Justin, Nacona
and Tony Lama produces more
than 3.5 million pairs of boots annuall y. However, if you managed to catch the exhibit called "Sole
of t he West : The Art an d H is tory of
Cowboy Boots " then you probably
already know that.
If you missed "Sole of the West,"
be prepared to learn from your mistake and check out upcoming exhibits at the Colby Art Museum.
There are still many new and exciting things happening in the museum this year. In addition to the
ongoing construction of the new
Paul Schupf wing dedicated to the
works of Alex Katz, there will be a
showing called the "Oriental Collection at Colby " put on by Assistant
Professor of Art Kenneth Ganza and

Janai Wing '95. That exhibit will
run from September 22 to October
15.
After the "Oriental Collection,"
the next exhibit is "Makers '95 " from
October 22 to December 10. This
show is co-sponsored by the Maine
Crafts Association and the Colby
Art Museum. The exhibit is will
feature Maine artists who specialize in everything from furnituremaking and metal-work to fiber
arts and pottery.
The museum shop is working
in conjunction with the various
exhibitions to give visitors and students the opportunity to purchase
items directly related to the art on
display . For example, to go along
with the Western theme brought
see MUSEUM on p age 10

Portland String
Quartet impresses

Colby audience
^s**-m

*M -ax

BY KRISTY BUECHNER
Contributing Writer
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Saturday the Portland String
Quar tet performed a free concer t
in Lorim er Chapel for students
arid members of the Waterville
communi ty.
The quar t e t,

made
up
of
S t e p h e n
Kecskeme t hy,

R onald Xante ,
J ulia Adams and
Paul Ross, is the
second-oldes t in
the country. The

group has played
a t Colby numerous

times in the past and. their brillian t program , fea turing music
by Mozar t, Dvorak / and Ernes t
Bloch, brou ght the audience t o
their feet.
The concer t began with a selection by M oza rt called "S tr ing
Quartet in A Major , K. 464/ ' The
p iece, which Mozar t wro te in
dedica t ion t o Hayden , was separa ted into five distinct movements. The piece had several tone
and t emp o changes which the
quarte t handled masterfully.
The second p iece was t he
Swiss*American
composer

<¦

<k

Bloch's "String Quartet No. II."
Bloch's string; quar tets, which are

not as well-known as some of his
other work , ar e highlighted by
rhythmic, lively segments inter *
twined with slower , more expressive sections. The quartet played
this piece wit h
even more passion and feeling t han t he
firs t. At the end
of t he Bloch
piece . , many
members of Che
audience gave a
standing ovation.
Af ter a brief
In te rmission , the group returned
returned
to play a fin al number , "S tring
Quartet in E-fla t Major Op. 51"
by Dvorak. This piece featured
many tempo changes and changes
in tone. The quarte t continued to
play nearly perfec t ly arid each
no t e sounded as meaning ful and
as passion ate as the one before.
When t he concer t was finished /
the entire audience rose to expr ess their apprec iati on.
The concer t was solid and
enjoyable and will no t be soon
forgo tt en by
those
in
at tendance.G

Red Hot Chili Pepper's "One Hot Minute " lacks new spice

Tearjerker is another song th at
saves the CD. It is a typical deContributing Writer
pressing love song, b ut the tune is
great and the words understand little
red-headed
irl
playable. At some point, everyone has
g
The
ing p iano on the cover of the new exp erienced the feeli ngs that the
Red Hot Chili Peppers CD, "One
Hot Minute," may give the impression that the Chili Peppers have
; are ^0t^mi3Bi«aE y- ' .
become a soft and mellow band.
F ans of th e band need not
: - ' I itopres^iTO r feiit /.
worry, however. Go ahead and
p urchase the CD, for it wil l surely
¦
be worthwhile.
;; 7 .' • ' • g*H>& fe'eajK '"'' - _
Critics and those unfamiliar

BY ERIN WHELAN

with the band should take heed
thou gh; the album has a rough
style and some new lyrics that may

fail to entice you.
A few songs do a good job in
redeeming the generic Chili Peppers sound. "Walkabout " carri es a
great instrumental beginning and
feat ures a guitar riff reminiscent
of older James Brown tunes. It has
a catch y beat, althou gh the ly rics
are more spoken than sung.

song describes. Joining these two

of the songs are not even worth the
listening effort. "One Big Mob" is a
cross between rap and hard rock.
The overall effect was not impressive, but if you enjoy audio torture, p erha ps you will get a kick
out oi if.
Along those lines, "One Hot
Minute," the title song, does not
do much justice to the Chili Peppers. This song could not even entice a musical frea k to buy the CD.
"Warped" is very ap tly titled. The
song is bizarre and the idea of
consciousl y wanting to list en to it
is questionable. The vocals are unimpressive, and ma ke the lyrics
indecipherable.
Although the bad asp ects of this
CD are overwhelming, f or a fan the
enjo y able side will be enough to
make the purchaseworthwhile. The
Chili Peppers are not musically impressive,but they can create a good
beat. An avid fan will want to get

in the category of the decent is
"Fallinglnto Grace."The funky tune
sucks you in and keeps you entranced until the end.
Do not think that just because a
few songs were worthwhile that
the whole CD is excellent. The Red
Hot Chili Peppers cannot put out a
new album without including out to the nearest music store and
many of their usual flaws. A few grab "One Hot Minute. "Q
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The next election yearis quicklyapproaching*Do you knowwho
your primarycandidatesare?
While it is difficult to argue that the "College Bubble* does not
entice us to disregard news not pertaining to Colby, it is no excuse.
In the "real world" lack of such basic knowledge would be called
apathetic or ignorant As we are seeing all too clearly it is the leaders
of the "real world,"not Colby,who are deciding who receives money
for college and influencing what we will be able to do when our four
years are up.
Most students canagree that until recently (orperhaps itis still so)
a good deal of our politicalbeliefs came from rhetoric we heard time
and again around the dinner table skt home. "Those Democrats/
Republicans! All they do is spend/tax!"
Now that many of us have registered to vote, how do we learn
more about the goals and concerns of individual candidates and
parties and form our own educated opinions of potential leaders?
Some research we do on our own by looking into issues that interest
us. But now Colby has all it needs on to get the political ball rolling
— a club of Republicans and a club of Democrats. And 1800 voters.
The Colby Democrats and the Colby Republicans havethe potentialto provide a great service to the Colby communityby creating and
encouraging open dialogue and debate betweenanenrtbers of the two
parties. We f i v ein complicated times — it is harmful to vote for a
candidate simply because your family has. always voted for that
particular party. When platforms are examined, you may find you
havein essence voted to take awayrights or services you support We
strongly hope these two groups will be embraced and supported
equallyby thestudent body in theireffortstoexploredifferingviews
on campus.

Support StuAd businesses
You need a haircut You need materials to build a loft It is
dinnertime, aiwt you fust can't stomach Dana pasta one more night
;You'rethinking Chinese.Or youcould go lor thetraditional pizza,
Imtthereare somany choices^
— any
dithe ^OP^s,really.Satuwiaynigh t beer run;wheredoyou go?You
could call a cab and get carta!around downtown Waterville,skim;mbg ihe neon signs,usingbillboards as decision-makers,stopping
eventuallyat tjhte usual standby.
Orr you could check out whichestabltsrunentssupport the Colby
on^wnity.tluipu|^fe StuAds. . '
^
"I ^StiiiAds aren't"just local- business advertisement'but are also
tangible symbols of the support Colby receives rjrom downtown
Waterville. Most students in need of services are usually lost or
bu
se
iMi^enait about where to obtain them.Some sines s choose to.
advert ise through StuAds and are thereby choosing to support}
Colby,We,as students and patrons, should choose to support them
m reta.rn». - ;; . ,
7' 7 * / "
.', besides tlie basic principles behind supporting StuAd advertisutilize StuAds also offer discounts for
ers, many businesses which
¦
-'
students with Colby I.D.
. \ • If you have never bothered to check to see ii your favorite House
of Pizza advertised in StuAds,you could be wastinga lot o£ money.
StuAds aren't just morej unkmail;they serve a va lu able purpose and
benefit Colby students.
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Semi theme condones meat market

Did everyone see the posters for
the Screw Your Roommate last
weekend? Is this the attitude we
want to pass on? As a senior I was
disappointed to see a poster for one
of the first major events on campus
thatperpetuates the tradition of the

meat book and Colby 's meat market. I thought we were trying to
move away from these conventions.
By publicizing this event in such a
way, I feel we are condoning this
behavior and telling the 550 new
people on our campus that this is

acceptable. I hope all the first-years
out there realize this is not a Colby
mentality they must accept,nor is it
a tradition of which we should be
proud .
Ruth Bristol '96

Big price for such a small service
I am writing to express my outrage at the new fee instituted for a
semester of off-campus study.A thousand dollars is a lot of money simply
to cover the "additional costs" incurred by the Off-Campus Study Office and the registrar. After almost
four year at Colby, one of the aspects
I most admireabout the curriculum is
that the school supports and encour-

ages students to go away and take
advantage of the amazing opportunities both at other schools and abroad.
Such an exorbitant fee, lacking any
believable justification, seems to do
just the opposite by d iscouraging students from going on non-Colby programs. One thousand dollars per student, per semester; what will Colby
do with all that extra money? Im-

prove Colby programs to satisfy the
needs and desires of every student
who wants to be "off-campus?" That
seems like quite an undertaking,and
onethat ultimately takes away one of
the most attractive qualities of the
school. Please reconsider this policy
or, at the very least, lower the cost.

Last Wednesday night was a
rowdy, fun-filled time around the
Colby campus. This wild night was
justified by the absence of classes
for many the following morning
because of Thursday 's Spotli ght
Lecture.
How convenient it is that after a
night of partying, students can be
told that they are not responsible
for their actions and that the businesses of America are attempting to
kill them off. Dr. Jean Kilbourne
proposed no solutions to preventing the addicted youth of today from

being hypnotized by advertisements
and, in fact, used equally persuasive advertisements waged against
alcohol and tobacco companies to
further her rhetoric. The overwhelming applause she received
displays that Colby students, and
students from other colleges who
have helped her gain such widespread recognition,like to hear their
actions justified.
I am not a "chem-free" parader
tryingto straighten out others'lives,
but a student concerned because of
Colby's support for a speaker who

helps usblame someone else for our
addictions, vices, or occasionally
uncouth behavior.
Until we take responsibility for
ourselves, learn to healthfully accept the consequences of drinking
and tobacco use, we cannot blame
the tobacco and alcohol giants.
Just because Dr. Kilbourne is an
award-winning lecturer and recognized by the New York Times doesn't
mean that her words should automatically comfort us.

Linnea Basu '96

Kilbourne defers responsibility

Ned Gignoux '99

Op inions
Sunday television blues
BY DAN MACCAEONE
Staff Writer

There is an unfair epidemic
spreading throughout this school.
Every Sunday, from 12 to 7 p.m.,
many students gather in dorm
lounges to watch a disgusting example of human ethics, or in other
words, football.
Many of you alread y know how
"great" the New England Patriots
are, and some of you insist on commandeering every TV set on campus in order to watch them every
week,while some of us "non-jocks"
have interests lying elsewhere. .
Take this weekend, for instance:
the A&E channel was showing a
spectacular documentary on worldrenowned cellist Yo-Yo Ma. This
was a one-time only event, which
will probably never be out on video,
which means I may never again get
the chance to find out about Mr ,
Ma 's secret dream to become a race
car driver. How many of you football watchers knew that this famous
musician wanted to compete in the
Indianapolis 500? Probably none of
you.
Or what if my friends and I
wanted to watch a video? Even the
lounges w ith VCRs were taken up
by sports-type people, watching
games, hurling omelets at the televisions, and jumping up and down

on the couches whenever their team
scored what I believe is called a
touchdown.
This past Sunday afternoon I
rented a spectacular music video
tape that I wassureeveryonewould
want to watch — after all, college
students stare mindlessly at MTV
all the time watching music videos
by bands called Crack Babies or
StevieK. and the Mothers. My video,
however, was rejected by all of the
students because, "John Denver is
such a #*&!©)#& ® @_$)(&*A@#
©*&%! So get your &%&®&*A
©Y&*& out of here, you freak!" I
may have left peacefully as forks,
bowls of ice cream and coffee were
tossed at me, but that doesn't mean
my feelings were not hurt.
Mr. Denver was going to do a
duet with Kermit the Frog on that
tape, and I really wanted to see it,
but now I have to sacrifice my three
dollars because of some "magic
number."Hey,there'sno such thing
as magic.
I digress, though. My problems
with this whole football thing go a
lot farther than not being allowed to
watch my favorite television program (Marc Crella 's " World of
Cheese ). Listen to this:
One afternoon I was happily
sitting in the lounge, talk i ng w i th
my friends about the civil unrest in
Chad, when all of a sudden these

people came into the room, and
started watching a very disturbing, violent video which I am sure
the administration would not approve of. There were sexual things
going on in that movie that I certainly have never been a part of,
but the worst thing about it was
that the movie's rating was only
PG-13. Some of us just are not at a
maturity level where we can watch
such filth. Something needs to be
done about what people watch
these days.
My friends and I left to find another place to talk, but we weren't
happy.
Something has to be done so
those of us who don't enjoy watchingpeoplerun intoeach other, throw
each other on the ground, and then
pounce on each other over and over
again can see reruns of Kids Incorporated.
I know that come January there
is going to be a great '20s romantic
film on channel 62 at the same time
as some sill y football game, like the
World Series (is that what it 's
called?), and I will have to yield my
time, once again, so that all of those
people who enjoy screaming at the
top of their lungs to an inanimate
object, the television screen,can take
part in their weekly, barbaric ritual.
Maybe then I won 't be in such a
good mood.Q

Posters right
3Y WHITNEY GLOCKNER
Opinions Editor
in the very same week that Jean
I [bourne drew a huge audience to
ear about destructive forms of adertising, Colby students have
pened their eyes to destructive
i vertising on their campus. Those
udents who recognized and reefed to the- posters for Saturday
ig ht 's Screw Your Roommate
ance showed that they understood
nd approved of what Dr.
j lbourne said.
; ' Beside provig that Spotlight
lectures do enance student
ivareness / therection showed
\at students are
ot going to allow
leir student government to present
j ch stereotypes of women.
I do not accuse Stu-A of malious attempts to objectify women,
or do I accuse them of ignorance.
ather, as many of us must admit,
ley too have internalized the adertising strategies of using sex to
;11. They are no more to blame
lan the many students who did
ot realize the implications of the
oster until after they were pointed
ut.
Screw Your Roommate dances
re really about sex, and if anyone
ies to tell you any different , they
lust watch too much "Leave it to
eaver. Students set each other up
n blind dates with the hope that
ley will "hit it off." After the inial shock of meeting their dates,
lost students flock to various prearties to get large amounts of al>hol in their systems before hitng the dance floor for a little
¦imp-and-grind. Some part ways
the end of the night, some stay
•gether, but very rarely do happy
tuples walk away from the dance
» take some time to get to know
»ch other.
Sunday mornings people alteratel y laug h at themselves and try
• avoid the glances of those who
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they were kissing not so many
hours ago. They try to reevaluate
their dates and to see if they are
still attractive with a hangover,
but rarel y do they consider how
intelligent they are or how much
they really have in common.
Stu-A was not all that far off in
the poster. Though it was sexist, it
did catch the essence of a Screw
Your Roommate. Students do need
to react and challenge both blatant
and subversive forms of sexism if
an equal world will ever be
achieved , but
they also need to
evaluate their
lifestyles as they
promote these
views.
Both
women and men
allow themselves
to be stripped to
nothing but their physical
physical being in
order to seem more appealing to at
total stranger. This is not very different from what the advertisement
suggests.
There are advertisements that
use male sexuality to sell products: Marlboro cigarettes, Calvin
Klein underwear and Diet Coke
are but a few. There are advertisements that advertise drunkenness
as a way to enjoy yourself, such as
a scene showing lots of carefree
people drinking rum, accompanied by the slogan "The Captain
was here."There are some ads that
combine both sex and drunkenness, like the St. Pauli Girl, but we
see them and we continue to buy
the products. If we were to stop
buying all the products of companies that use sex, violence or destructive behavior in their advertising we would not be left with
much to buy.
Do we, as conscientious adults,
reject all forms of advertising that
are not purely about the product?
Then we should also reject parties
like Screw Your Roommate that
promote drunken sex with strange,
good-looking women, just like on
the posters. These are choices we
must make as adults.Q
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: Ignorant bliss hides issues
that plague Mayflower Hill
When made to think about it,
BY KELSEY MILLER
most students could citeexamples of
Contributing Writer
racism, homophobia, sexual harassment, violence or injustice in any
Last week's Echo informed stu- form on thiscampus. Unfortunately,
dents of Colby 's rise in the U.S. News these problems are not routed out.
and World Report rankings.Students They are dealt with quietly, protecthave been well-informed about our ing the Colby name. In short, the
"happiness standard."
symptoms are cured,while the germ
Although versions differ, Colby
seems to be in everyone's top ten list
The symptoms are
of happiest collegestudents. It seems
Mayflower Hill is becoming a verietired y while the
table Utopia. Or is it? Could this be
germ , is left to
another case of mistaken identity?
attack from within.
Perhaps Colby students are so
content because the College does
not have to deal with the intense
issues that many other universities is left to attack from within.
are facing. Blatant racism,
Colby students are as much to
homophobia,poverty and scandals; blame for this as anyone. How often
all of these have affected many do students complain about being
prominent colleges in our nation. out of touch with the real world?
And while it may be true that these There are plenty of opportunities to
ills are not plaguing students on our become involved, and yet few are
campus,they still mustbedealt with. taken advantage of. Divisive or inSimply because no symptoms are flammatory issues are skirted in orshowing does not mean Colby is der to maintain the abundance of
disease-free.
happiness. But this is not actual hap-

piness. It is the bliss that stems from
ignorance.
To be unawareand unconcerned
about the problems of modem society is not to be truly happy. Only
when things are brought out into
the open, dealt with and solved can
happiness and peace be found. The
whole society will feel much happier and be much healthier if a cure
is found for the disease, and we
move beyond using an aspirin to
dull the headache.
Everyone wants Colby to be a
happy campus. We would all like
the statistics to be true. But in order
to make that happen, we must be
willing to forego our ignorant bliss
and attack the ills that, while hidden under the surface, nonetheless
work against our healthy existence.
Read a paper. Watch the news.
Have a meaningful conversation
with someone you usually only
party with. Join a volunteer organization. Write a letter to the editor.
Do something, anything, for the
health and happiness of your
campus.Q

What is your favorite cartoon character and why?
Liz Ward '97
"The Invisible Chichenhawkbecause ha might be 20 feet tall and
you'd never know."

^ebastian Herbstein '96
Marvin the Martian because
ne Mew
up the earth."

Katie Lovett '99
"Papa Smurf bacause he looked
different and he was the nicest."

Chris Whitehead '96 and Colin Harrington '96
"Betty Boop. She's a hotty with a body. No reall y, she's attractive
and intelligent. Is she a freshman?"
Echo photos by J ennifcrAtwood

Rethink political orientation
The next electi on yea r is quickl y appr oaching. Do you know who
your primary candidates ar e?
While it is difficult to argue that the "'Coll ege Bubble " does not

entice us to disregard news not pertaining to Colby, it is no excuse.
In the "real, world''' tack of such basic knowledge would be called
apathetic or ignorant. As we are seeing all too clearl y it is the leaders
of the "real worid," not: Colby, who are deciding who receives money
for college and inixluertcmgwhat we will he able to do when our four
yeazs are up.
Most students can agree that u n til recently (or perhaps il is still so)
•i good deal of our politica l beliefs czxiz ;ton:\ rhetoric we heard time
and. again around the dinner table at home. ""Those Democrats/
Republicans!All.they d o is spend/tax!"
Now that many of us have registered to vote, how do we learn
more about tlie goais and concerns 01 Individual candidates and
parties and form our own educated opinions of potential leaders?
Some research we do on our own by looking into issues that interest
us. But now Colby has all it needs on to get the political ball rolling
— a club of Republicans and a club of Democrats. And 1800 voters.
Th e Colb y Democrats and the Colby Republicans have the potential to provide a great service to the Colby community by creating and
encouraging open dia l ogu e and d ebate between membersof the two
parties. We live in complicated times — it is harmful to vote for a
candid ate simp ly because your family h as a lways voted for th at
particular party. When platforms are examined, you may find you
have in essence voted to take away ri ghts or services you support We
strongly hope these two groups will be embraced and supported
equali y by th estudent b ody in their efforts to explor e differing views
on campus.

Support StuAd businesses
You need a haircu t. You need materials to build a loft It is
dinnertime , and you just can 't stomach Dana pasta one more ni ght
You're thinkin g Chi nese. Or you could go for the traditional pizza ,
but there are so many choices r— Spank y's, Domino 's, WHOP—any
of the "HOP " 8, reall y. Saturda y night beer run ; where do you go? You
could call il cab and get carted around downtown Waterville , skimming the neon signs, usingbillboards as decis ion-makers , stopp ing
eventuall y at the usual standb y.
Or , you could check out which establishments support the Colby
community throu gh StuAds.
StuAds aren 't jjust local business advertisements , but are also
tan gible symbols of the support Colb y receives from downtown
Waterville. Most students in need of services are usuall y lost or
indifferent about where tri obtain the m. Some businesses choose to
advertise through StuAds and are thereb y choosing to support
Colby.We, as students and patrons , should choose to support them
in return.
Besides the basic princi ples behind supporting StuAd advertisers, many businesses which utilize StuAds also offer discounts for
students with Colby I.D.
If you have never bothered to check to see If your favorite House
of Pizza advertised in StuAds , you could be wasting a lot of money.
StuAds aren 't jus t more junk mail; they serve a valuable purpose and
benefit Colb y stude nts.
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The Colby Echo is n weekly newspaper published by the students of Colb y College on
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echo encourages letters from its renders, especially those within the immediate
community. \alters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issvie or
topic at Colby. letters are due b y 8 p.m. Monday for publication Ihe same week. I .cIters
should be typed and must be signed ancl include an address or phone number. If possible,
p lease also submit letters on a 3.5 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format. You may
also submit letters via e-mail to "edio@colby.edu ".
The Echo reserves tlie right to edit all submissions.
The Editorials, above, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not the Echo.
The Ec ho will make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rates, publication dates, or to contact us about
submitting an article, please call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 on campus) .

Letters
Semi theme condones meat market
Did everyone see the posters for
the Screw Your Roommate last
weekend? Is this the attitude we
want to pass on? As a senior 1 was
disappointed to see a poster for one
of the first maj or events on campus
ihat - perpetuates the tradition of the

meat book and Colby 's meat market. I thought we were trying to
move away from these conventions.
By publicizing this event in such a
way , I feel we are condoning this
behavior and telling the 550 new
people on our campus that this is

acceptable. I hope all the first-years
out there realize this is not a Colbymentality they must accept, nor is it
a tradition of which we should be
proud.
Ruth Bristol '96
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1 am writing to express my outrage at the new fee instituted for a
semester of off-campus study. A thousand dollars is a lot of money simply
to cover the "additional costs" incurred by the OH-Campu s Stud y Office and the registrar. After almost
four year at Colby, one of the aspects
I most admire about the curriculum is
that the school supports and encour-

ages studen ts to go away and take
a d vantage of the amazing opportunities both at other schools and abroad.
Such an exorbitant fee, lacking any
believable justification, seems to dc•
j ust the oppositeby discoura ging students from going on non-Colby programs. One thousand dollars per student, per semester; what will Colby
do with all that extra money? Im-

p rove Colby programs to satisfy the
needs and desires of every student
who wants to be "off-campus?" That
seems like quite an undertaking, and
one that ultimately takes away one of
the most attractive qualities of the
school. Please reconsider this policy
or, at the very least, lower the cost.
Linnea Basu '96

Kilbourne defers responsibili t y
Last Wednesday night was a
rowdy, fun-filled time around the
Colby campus. This wild ni ght was
justi fied by the absence of classes
for many the following morning
because of Thursday 's Spotlight
Lecture.
How convenient it is that after a
night of p a rty i ng, students can be
told that they are not responsible
for their actions and that the businesses of America are attempti ng to
kill them off. Dr. Jean Kilbourne
proposed no solutions to p reventing the addicted youth of today from

being hypnotized by advertisements
and, in fact, used equall y persuasive advertisements waged against
alcohol and tobacco companies to
further her rhetoric. The overwhelming applause she received
d isplays that Colby students, and
students from other colleges who
have helped her gain such widespread recognition,like to hear their
actions j ustified.
I am not a "chem-free " par a der
try ing to str ai ghten out others' lives,
but a student concerned because of
Colby 's support for a speaker who

helps us blame someone else for our
addictions, vices, or occasionall y
uncouth behavior .
Until we take responsibility for
ourselves, learn to healthfully accept the consequences of drinking
and tobacco use, we cannot blame
the tobacco and alcohol giants.
Just because Dr. Kilbourne is an
award-winning lecturer and recognized by the New York Times doesn't
mean that her words should automatically comfort us.

Ned Gignoux '99

Op inions
Sunday television bines
BY DAN MACCARONE
Staff Writer

on the couch es whenever the i r t ea m
scored what I bel iev e is ca ll ed a

touchdown.
Th is past Sunday afternoon I
rent ed a sp ect acular mus ic v ideo
tape that I was sure everyone would
many students gather in dorm want to watch — after all, college
lounges to watch a disgusting ex- students st are mindlessl y at MTV
amp le of human ethics , or i n other all the t i me watch ing mus ic v ide os
by bands called Crack Babies or
words , football.
Many of you alread y know how Stevie K. and theMothers. My video,
"great " the New England Patriots
however , was rejected by all of the
are , and some of you insist on com- students because , "John Denver is
mande er ing every TV set on cam- such a r&!©)#& © @_$)(&*A ©#
pus in orde r t o watch them every ®*&%! So get your &%&@&*A
week ,wh ile some of us "non-jocks" ©Y&*& out of here , you freak!" I
may have left peacefull y as forks ,
have i nterests ly ing elsewhere.
Take th is weekend , for i nstance : bowls of i ce cream and coffee wer e
the A&E channel was show i ng a tossed a t me, but that doesn 't mean
spectacular documentary on world- my feelings were not hurt.
renowned cellist Yo-Yo Ma. This
Mr. Denver was going to do a
was a one-lime only event, which duet w i th K erm i t the Fr og on that
w i ll probabl y n ever beo ut on v i deo , tape, and I reall y wanted to see it,
which means 1 may never again get but now I have to sacrifice my three
the chance to find out about Mr. dollars because of some "magic
Ma 's secret d ream to become a race num ber. " Hey, there 's nosuch thing
car driver. How many of you foot- as mag ic.
I d i gr ess, th ough. My pr obl ems
ball watchers knew that this famous
musician wanted to compete in the with this whole football thing go a
Ind ia nap o l i s 500? Pr obabl y non e of l ot farth er than n otbe i ng a ll ow ed to
watch my favorite television proy ou.
fr
ie
nd
s
and
1
gra m ( Marc Crella 's "World of
Or what if my
want ed t o watch a v i de o? Even the Cheese "). L i sten to this:
On e aftern oon I was happ il y
lounges with VCRs were taken up
by sports-typ e people , watching sitt i ng in the lounge, talk ing with
games , hurling omelets at the tele- my friends about the civ i l unrest in
v i si ons, and jump i ng up and down Chad , when all of a sudd en these

There i s an unfa i r ep idemic
spread ing throug hout this school.
Ev ery Sunday, from 12 to 7 p.m.,

pe ople cam e int o th e room , and
started watch i ng a very disturbi ng, v i olent v ide o wh i ch I am sure

the administration would not approve of. There were sexual things
going on in that movie that I certainly have never been a part of,
but th e worst thing about it was
that the movie 's rating was onl y
PG-13. Some of us just are not at a
matur ity level where we can watch
such filth. Something needs to be
done about what peop le w a tch
these days.
M y friends and I left to find another place to talk , but we weren 't

happy.

Someth i ng h a s to be done so
thos e of us who don 't enjoy watchi ng pe op le run into each other , throw
ea ch other on the gro u nd , and then
pounc e on ea ch oth er over and over

aga in can see reruns of Kids Incorporated.
I kn ow that come January there
is going to be a great '20s romantic
f i lm on ch a nnel 62 at th e same t i me
as some sill y football game, like the
World Series (is that what it' s
called?), and I will have to yield my
time, onc e aga i n , so that all of those
peop le who enjoy screaming at the
top of th eir lungs t o an i nanimate
obje ct , the tel evision screen ,can take
part in their weekl y, barbaric ritual.
May be then 1 won 't be i n such a
good mood.G
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WHITNEY GLOCKNER
Opinions Editor

:-, the very same week that jean
, urne drew a huge audience to
r about destructive forms of ad:i- ;ing, Colb y students have
¦;ied their eyes to destructive
, or Using on their campus. Those
¦..u ients who recognized and re¦¦ ; ..¦! to the posters for Saturday
.•
::: 'n i 's Screw Your Roommate
: . -, re showed that they understood
iiu approved of w h a t Dr.
Kiibourne said.
Beside proving that Spotli ght
Lectures do enhan ce student
awareness, the react ion showed
that students are
not going to allow
.hei r student government to present
such stereotypes of women.
I do not accuse Stu-A of malicious attempts to objectif y women ,
nor do I accuse them of ignorance.
Rather , as many of us must admit,
they too have internalized the advertising strategies of using sex to
sell. They are no more to blame
than the many students who did
not realize the implica tions of the
poster until after they vyere pointed
out.
Screw Y ou r R oommate d ances
are really about sex, and if anyone
tries to tell you any di ffere n t , they
must watch too much "Leave it to
Beaver. " Students set ea ch oth er u p
on b li n d dates w ith the h ope that
they will "hit it off." After the initial sh ock of meeting their dates,
most students flock to various preparties to get large amounts of alcohol in their systems before hittin g the dance fl oor for a l ittle
b ump-and-grind. Some part ways
a t t he end of the night, some stay
together , but very rarel y do happy
coup les walk away from the dance
t o ta k e some time to get to know
each other.
Sunday mornings people alternatel y laugh at themselves and try
t o avoid the glances of those who
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rhey were Kissing not so many
hours ago. They try to reevaluate
their dates and to see if thev are
still attractive with a handover ,
but rarel y do they consider how
intelligent they are or how much
they re all y have in common.
Stu-A was not all that far off in
the poster. Thoug h it was sexist, it
did catch the essence of a Screw
Your Roommate. Students do need
to react and challenge both blatant
and subversive forms of sexism if
an equal world will ever be
achieved , but
they also need to
e v a l u a t e their
lifesty les as they
promote these
views.
Both
women and men
allow themselves
to be stripped to
nothing but their p hysical being in
order to seem more appealing to a
total stranger. This is not very different from what the advertisement
suggests.
There are advertisements that
use male sexuality to sell products: Marlboro cigarettes, Calvin
Klein underwear and Diet Coke
are but a few. There are advertisements that advertise drunkenness
as a way to enjoy yourself , such as
a scene showing lots of carefree
people drinking rum, accompanied b y t he slogan "The Captain
washere." There are some ads that
combine both sex and drunkenness, like the St. Pauli Girl, but we
see them and w e cont i nu e t o buy
the products. If we were to stop
buy ing all the products of compan i es that use sex , violence or destructive behavior in their advert i sing we would n ot be left w i th
much to buy.
Do w e, as conscient iou s a dults,
reject all f orms of advert ising th a t
a re not purely about the product ?
Then we should also reject pa rt ies
like Screw Your Roomm a te that
promote drunken sex with str a nge,
good-looking women, just like on
the posters. These are choices we
must make as adults.Q

Ignoran t bliss hides issues
that plague Mayfl ower Hill

When made to think about it,
most students could cite examples of
Contributin g Writer
racism, homophobia, sexual harassment, violence or injustice in any
Last week's Echo informed stu- form on thiscampus. Unfortunatel y,
dents of Colby 's rise in the U. S. News these problems are not routed out.
and World Report rankings. Students They are dealt with quietly, protecthave been well-informed about our ing the Colby name. In short, the
"happ iness standard."
symptoms are cu red,while the germ
Although versions differ, Colby
seems to be in everyone's top ten list
The symptoms are
of happiest college students. It seems
Mayflower Hill is becoming a vericured , while the
table Utopia. Or is it? Could this be
germ is left to
an other case of mista ken identity?
attack from within.
Perhaps Colby students are so
content becaus e th e College does
not have to deal with the intense
issues that many other universities is left to attack from within.
are facing. Blatant racism,
Colby students are as much to
homophobia, poverty and scandals; blame for this as anyone. How often
all of these have a ffected many do students complain about being
prominent colleges in our nation. out of touch w i th th e rea l world?
And while it may be true that these Ther e ar e p lenty of opportun it ies to
ills are not plagu i ng students on our become involved , and yet few are
campus,they still must be dealt with. taken advantage of. Divisive or inSimply because no symptoms are flammatory issues are skirted in orshowing does n ot mean Colby is der to ma int ain the abundance of
disease-free.
h a pp iness. But this is not actual hap-

BY KELSEY MILLER

piness. It is the bliss that stems from
ignorance.
To be unaware and unconcerned
about the problems of modern society is not to be trul y happy. Only
when things are brought out into
the open, dealt with and solved can
happiness and peace be found. The
whole society will feel much happier and be much healthier if a cure
is found for the disease, and we
move beyond using an asp iri n t o
dull the headache.
Everyon e w a nts Colby to be a
happy campus. We would all like
the statistics to be true. But in order
to m a ke that happ en , we must be
w i ll ing t o forego our ignorant bliss
and atta ck the ills that, while hidden under the surface, nonetheless
w ork ag ai nst our health y existence.
Read a paper. Watch the news.
H ave a mean ing ful conversation
w ith someone y ou u sually onl y
party with. Join a volunteer organization. Write a letter to the editor.
Do something, any t h i ng, f or the
he a lth a nd happ i ness of your
campus.Q

What is your favorite cartoon character and why?
Liz Ward '97
"The Inv isible Chichenha wk be-

Kat ie Lovett '99
"Papa Smurf ba cause h e l ooked

cause hs might be 20 feet tall and
you 'd never know."

Sebastian Herbstein '96
"Marvin the Martian because
he blew up the earth ."

different and he was the nicest."

Chr is Whitehead '96 and Col i n Harr i ngt on '96
"Betty Boop. She's a hotty with a bod y. No reall y, she's attractive

ind intelligent. Is she a freshman?"

Op inions
WOMEN'S SOCCER, continued f r om page 16
corner kick and Kaitlin Graham
'96 closed out the scoring with less
than a minute to play on a pass
from Tracy.
"The team definitely showed
me wh at they're capable of ," said
Holsten. "We just need to keep
working on establishing our style
of play."

After taking on the University
of Maine at Farmington yesterday, the Mules are p rep aring to
battle Tufts this weekend at home.
With the tougher part of its schedule yet to come, these two games
will prove to be crucial in the
squad's season of high hopes,
according to Holsten.Q

MUSE UM, continued f rompage 6
about by the "Sole of the West" exhibit , the museum is sellin g silver

Bonnie Bishop, the museum
shop manager, said she would like
to encoura ge any interested parties
to come and talk to her about what
they would like to see in the shop.
She is available Tuesdays and Fridays. The museum and shop are
open M onday through Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Sundays from 2 to 4 p.m. The museum
is free of charge.Q

jewelry .There are an array of William Wegman items from the
"Mainely Wegmans" show as v^ell.
During the "Makers '9 5" show there
will be an array of fine crafts created by the exhibiting artists on
sale in the gift shop. Baskets, jewelry, pottery, paper goods and
books will all be available.

THRILLER *continued f r ontpage 7 ^~~ ^
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There are
hundreds of AmericanInternational schools around the world '
seeking graduating seniors and recent graduates to fill teaching or teacher-intern positions lor September.1996. SEARCH
ASSOCIATES has recently placed thousands of candidates in such positions,
These schools closely resemble outstanding U.S. public and Independent schools,
with strong college prep programs, high
academic standards, motivated and well
behaved students as well as very supportive parents. SEARCH ASSOCIATES WILL
HOLD AN INFORMATION WORKSHOP
AT THE CAMBRIDGE HYATT REGENCY
HOTEL, 575 MEMORIAL DR., ON
SATURDAY, 21 OCTOBER. AT 1 PM
SHARP and will spend the next 3 days
interviewing. Interested persons should
attend the Oct. 21 workshop and interviews
AND/OR send a resume and S.A.S.E. to:
SEARCH ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box 636,
Dallas,PA 18612

Why pay more and hassle with downtown traffic?
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Wehave thousands of used «^
CDs, Cassettes & LPs
'

Why pay full price when
you don't have to?
PS: All of our used music is 100% guaranteed

— We Buy Used CDs —
Were Still R ockin ' After 15 Years

Specializing in Collision Repairs of All
Vehicles, Foreign and Domestic

THULE Roof rack systems. "Sweden's best ." sold here.

DAVID MATHIEU GO.
AUTO BODY

Established
1928

Allen St.. Waterville
872-5518

Behind College Ave.
Car Wash
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|
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215A College Ave. Waterville, ME 04901
*We deliver Kegs *
/ * Elm City

*Please have I.D.'s ready *
*We welcome returnables*
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Lft: Allison Clougher ('98) enjoying a moment with friend s
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mates tourney costly for volleyball Deira^aior (itf tlsie^wetek
We tcham out indef inite ly with knee inj ury
BY MIKE GALLANT
Staff Writer

This weekend was one marked
by a largesetback but strong play for
the Colby volleyball team. The team
raveled to Lewiston for the Bates
Invitational where it won three
matches and lost two.
The tournament started well for
the Mules on Friday night as they
convincingly beat Middlebury in
three straight games,by scores of 154. 15-12 and 15-3. Team co-captain
Caroline Ketcham '96 played well
and had ten kills. Anna Thomson 97
and Jackie Bates '98 also carried the
tea m offensively with ten kills apiece.
Next up for the Mules on Friday
night was CBB rival Bowdoin. Colby
quic kl y disposed of the Polar Bears
by scores of 15-3, 15-3 and 16-4. The
big story in the match turned out to
be an unfortunate one for Colby.
Ketcham fell to the court when she
tore her anterior cruciate ligament,
which could possibly put her out for
the entire season. Ketcham plays at

College 15-11, 15-8 and 15-10 in
games Berger thinks the Mules could
have been more competitive in under different circumstances.
and pas sed
The tournament ended on a
extremely welL"
strong note as the Mules defeated
-volleyball coach
Connecticut College 11-15, 15-3, 16Candy Berger
14 and 15-6. Connecticut had beaten
Gordon earlier in the tournament,
outside hitter and is a key player for which provided a big emotional lift
the Mules.
for the Mules. The win may also help
"We considered her not only the the team in future seedings.
best player on the team, but a leader
Co-captain Teresa Tiangha '96
as well," said coach Candy Berger. had a great all-around tournament
Both Berger and fellow coach Mark at the setter position, according to
Parent will be looking to see how the Berger.
team can adjust to the absence of
"Teresa made some very smart
Ketcham, who earned All-NESCAC decisions and showed a lot of leaderand All-State honors last year.
ship."
On Saturd ay morning, the Mules
Berger was also extremel y
played a tough Bates team that went pleased with the team's overall play.
on to win the entire tournament. The
"The team really pulled together
Mules played three close games,but and stepped the play up a notch
lost in the end, 15-10, 15-10 and 16- when Caroline went down. We
14. Berger said she felt that the team played very well defensively, and
really gave the Bobcats a run for passed extremely well," she said.
their money.
Next up for ihe team is the MIT I
Colby went on to lose to Gordon Invitational this weekend.G

Heather Garni e99

MEN 'S SOCCER continued f r ompage 16

Going into the 1995season, the women's soccer team had

"We played very
well defensivel y,

scorer and one of only four returning starters, Small earned first team
All-New England honors last year
as a forward.
"We did split the games this
weekend,but as opposed to the way
we lost Tuesday's game I am
pleased/' said Serdjenian. "The
team found out how hard you have
to play and what it takes to do well
against the good teams."
Strong performances came from
Mark Melahder '99 and Ross
McEwen '99, who "showed them-

immmmmm
EDUCATION
FORTHE
REALWORLD
Gradua t e degree p rograms
(MA , Ph.D) in International
Aff a irs with an emphas is on
contemporary policy-relevant
issues.

Area and

Functional Fields:

? In terameric an S tudies
(including U.S.-La tin
American Rela tions)
? European S tudies

? Post-Soviet Studies
? Compara tive Development
? International Business
? I n terna t ional Econom ics
? In ternational Health

Pol icy

? In ternational Relations

Theory

Q International Security
and Conflict
Q Foreign Policy Anal ysis

Apply by February 1

for assistantships and
other financial aid.

^ North-South Center
[¦/ " N l V t l S I T Y

OF

MIAMI

Students who are interested in
Interamer ican issues are
part icularl y encouraged to
a Pply for North-South Center
Graduate Assistantships.

GRADUATESCH00LOF
INTERNATONALSTUDIES

Adm iss ions , Room #356
Coral Gables , FL 33124-3010
(305) 284-4173
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"M r UNIVERSITY OF

selves as freshman worthy of the
playing time they received," said
Serdjenian.
"I was pretty proud to be able to
play against Middlebury,because it
was the first time I got to play with
one of the big boys," said McEwen.
The White Mules have no midweek games this week but will
spend their time preparing for their
toughest test yet when they host
Tufts (2-0), lastyear's NCAA Northeastern Champions, on Saturday at
1p.m.Q

Bruin Pale Ale: WERE $22.95 a case
Moerlein Lager: NOW $11.99++ a case
Pete 's Wicked Red WERE

$2.29
NOW $ .99++

22oz bottles:

OCTOBERFEST BEERS ARE IN!!!
j fK2||p |IS& Open: Sun-Wed till 9 pm , Thuxs till 10pm,

Fri & Sat til1 M*6™^ 1
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We now have the larg est
inselection
al of domestic and
import beers Centr Maine
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873-6228
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52 Front St wate rville) ME
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St. Mark's
Ep iscopal
Chu rch
60 Eustis
Pa rkway,

Waterville
Maine
872-7869

Sunda y:
8 am Communion
10:15 am Choral Eucharist
5 pm Evening Prayer

Thursday:

5:15 pm Service
at Colby Chapel

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

returning starters at every position except one: goalie.
The tran sfer of team MVP Julie Tyler to the University
of Southern Maine lef t a hole at arguably the most ,
important position on the field *Garni got the nod to
start and was tested immediately by a strong
Middlebury squad in the Mules * openinggame. Garni
stood strong as the Panthers got eight shots of f in the
f i rst f i v eminutes. She faced a total of 2$ shots in the :
Mules 2-0 victory over Middlebury and S-0 thrashing of
Norwich, without letting either of her opponents find
. the bach of the net.

OLYMPICS continued f r ompage 16
ing two players to Finland, I think it
will force these recruits to look and
see where we are."
Colby had the best season in history last year,thanks in large part to
Gordon and Sittler. They played on
the same line, which was "as good
of a line as I've seen in the league,"
according toHalldorson. Both were
named to the second team AllECAC, and Sittler was given the
ECAC Rookie of the Year award as
well.
By making Team USA, Sittler
and Gordon have not only had a
positive effect on recruits, but also
on their teammates.
"They worked incredibl y hard
this summer to prepare for this training camp, " said Halldorson.
"They 've been a great example and
hopefully it will motivate people to
do more in the off-season ."
The road to the 1998 Olympics is
far from over for Sittler and Gordon. Both will continue to try out
for Team USA, and tryouts are gen-

erall y held in late December and
again during the summer months.
The next tryout has not yet been set,
and the players are usually notified
approximately two weeks in advance, according to Gordon.
Tryouts will continue until 1997,
when the Olympic team will be
picked. Although the tryouts are
frequent, the same group of
women, more or less, is present
and p layer changes are relatively
rare. This past tryout at Lake Placid
was one of the few times that
changes were made,which allowed
Sittler and Gordon to become members of the squad.
"They want the best team in '98,
so they want to see everyone," said
Sittler. "Barb and I have to keep
working hard."
Barring any changes in the team
before 1997,Colby students can plan
on wa tching two of their Mules competing in Nagano, Japan in 1998
right along with some of the greatest athletes in the world.Q
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SPRING BREAK '96- SELL TRIPS , EARN CASH <fe GO FREE! !! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica , Cancun ,
Day tona and Panama City Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849
SPRIN G BREAK! TRAVEL FREE with SunSplash Tours . Highest commisions
paid , at Lowest prices. Campus Represen tatives wanted to Sell reliable tours.
Jamaica, Cancun , Bahamas , Day ton a, Panama City and Padre . CALL FOR FREE
INFO PACK ! 1-800-426-7710
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10% off with Colby LP.
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HaA:^ //^ ^ Syracuse Advantage!
In t ernships
Ext ensive Professional
& Liberal Arts Courses

EUROPE • AFRICA • ASIA

873-0100

" ¦' '

Schola r ships & Gr an t s

40 Elm Street • Waterville, Maine
Sunday - Thursday 11a.m. -1a.m. Friday - Saturday 11a.m. -2a.m.

Di v ision o f I n t e rnati o n a l P r ogram s Abro a d

Limited Time Only • Not Valid With Any Other Offer/Special

1-800-235-3472 • DiPA@suadmin.syr.cdu

Syracuse University , 119a Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4 170
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N ew coach , attitude drive Colby golf

p layer may improve part of his
game daily.
Contributing Writer
Tortorella has added assistant
coaches to hel p teach the athletes a
A new coach, new work habits new approach to the game. When
and young talent have paid off for each player enters a competition ,
the Colb y golf t ea m. In only th e he will have the correct winning
second tournament of the year, the mindset and necessary focus to
Mules took home top honors in win the tournament, according to
the Sid Farr Invitational earlier this Tortorella.
week.
With an elevated practice
'96
led
the
Mules
Eben Dorros
schedule and winning attitude, the
with a round of 77, which was Mules are now looking to surprise
good for the individual title. A the competition. Not only is
team score of 334 put Colby just Tortorella excited about the seaahead of second place Thomas son, but the returning players also
College (339), and well in front of sense a change in sp irit.
fourth-p lace Bowdoin, which finCo-captains Dorros and Todd
ished with a team score of 376.
Guilfoyle '96look to compete with
Ben O'Connell '99 placed sec- the top of the division this year.
ond for the Mules with a score of Williams '98 is expected to add to
83, followed by Jamie Cheston '96, the arsenal of veteran starters. AlScott Williams '98 and Jake Gaul though the team lacks depth, the
'97.
top six members look to be at the
The new-look golf team is dem- top of every tournament.
onstrating poise and a winning
Colby finished fifth at the 10spirit for the first time in a few team Terrier Invitational last week.
years, according to first-year head The Mules might have finished
coach Jim Tortorella.
even better , according to
"The golf team u sed t o b e a Tortorella.
way to get into the country club
"If our top p layers had been on
for free," said Tortorella. "Now their best game, we could have
t he t eam h as b ecome hungry and taken second or third p lace at Terwants to improve their game as r ier ," he said.
well as the winning attitude. "
Tort orella also sai d th at th e first
The team will practice every tournament pr obabl y released the
day, and each pra cticewill be spent prov erbial "rust " from the p layon a different skill. For instance, ers' clubs that any team should
Echo photo by Amy Rzeznikieivicz Tuesd ay involves the "short game" expect from an opening tournaof chipping and putting. Thus each ment.?
Ben O 'Connell '99 chips onto the green.

BY DOUG COMEAU

Key Games
Football

•Sat, Sept. 23 vs. Trinity

Field Hockey

•Sat, Sept. 23 vs. Tufts

1:30

1:00

Volleyball

•Fri-Sat, Sept. 22-23 ® MIT Invita
tional
5:00
•Wed, Sept. 27 vs. Bowdoin 7:00

Men 's Soccer

3:30
•Sat, Sept. 23 vs. Tufts
Sept.
27
vs.
U.
Southern
•Wed,
Maine
4:00

Women's Soccer

•Sat, Sept. 23 vs. Tufts

1:00

Men 's Cross Country
•Fri, Sept. 22 @ Bowdoin

4:30

Women's Cross Country

•Sat , Sept. 23 @ U. Mass.Dartmouth Invitational
11:00

Golf

•Sun-Mon,Sept. 24-25 @ Bowdoin
Invitational
12:00

Women's Tennis

1:00
•Sat Sept 23 vs. Tufts
•Tu es-Wed, Sept 26-27 Maine
State Tournament TBA

Home games in bold
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We think your lifewould be vastly improved if you possessed this piece you could get your homework done faster. Then you'd have time for
i mS»
of knowledge:Macintoslfcomputers are now available for less than the more important things in life. Anyway,sorry to a
tlie already affordable student prices.Just think, if you had a computer, disturb you. Macintosh.The power to be your best? iYppiG^BR:

For all your computing needs visit:
The Macintosh Office at the Colby Bookstore
or call 207/872-3336
UkJ%j

*Please stop by for current pricing & availability on all systems!
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Time for a challenge
BY KYANMATOUGH

1 Metric Motors Inc. f

Honda
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|lfig's Nissan
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Another enemy soon surfaced. fop.Yet another problemsurfaced.
AbouttenminutesafterweputonallTherewasrealh/nowayiogettothe
SportsEditor
ourdotbesandcsawledintCHJursleep, top.We found ourselveswiththree
With thefirstweekendof loud- ingbags,weheard a horrible,ritynV different options.
nessnowju$ta fading, and already mic noise. It sounded like an ove*» ,. There
was
to aid in scatside
oia rope
20tool
the
memory,
we
i
g
htgaritta
sucking
through
sketchy,
this Weekend
Jello
&
wck+ buUi
i^
seemed to he the perfect time for its nose.Theother person in my tent wasposiuonedMawaythatwould
line wassnoring.
Colbystudenistoleavethekeg
direct the top of your head into a
Somehow, despite all the ob- boulder.ScratehoptionnumbercBie
and challenge themselves.
teams stacles,we al! managed to get a deAlmostallofthefallspoxte
A few feet over, the same rock
D
dA e
t morning hadafewsmalicrevkesforfootand ii :" : \ •V"V^
kicked off theirseasonsthisweek- cent night's sleep.Thenar
,0.4901
WdtervjUe>
.Maine
J
%: iJ £FiJ
I* K V v foreigncar service J
end, and those who didn't contin- we packed up and headed to the hand grips. Emphasis on few and
(207) 873-1924
mountain of choke for the day: small. This option might have I
uedtopiracticeinanticipationofthe
^^ _
mm*>^
^
^
challenges that are fast approach- Tumbledown.
worked,bu£atleastoneofuswould
y
We began our quest and soon have been featuredon Rescue 911 - BmMMMMMM —gPBi illW IIBmWBBMWHBaHIIUII imMi gMaM WMaailBI I Illlllllll
ing. Many other students who are found how difficult thehike wasgo- aftertumblingdownTumbledown.
not involved in fail sports found ingbe.It was fairly steep to start with,
The thirdoption wasto try and
otherwaystochallengetiheisiselves.but we kept going at a decentpace. squeeze through theChimney,as if
Weconquered thefust part with was called We entered into a cave
What betterway thantolook for an
obstacle to climb and overcome— relatively little difficulty, and we andsealedupmewalVwithabouta
literally. It's the perfecttime to go reacheda flat sectionbeforeihe sec- foot of vertical clearance between
ond half of thehike.This iswhenwe the rocks. A man we ran into later
climb a mountain.
w£atman's
Three Mends and I hopped in got a glimpseof the real challenge dubbeditappropriately,
the car on Friday afternoon and The climb to thetop was about 1000 misery." We had to tie our backheaded to Mt Blue, about an hour vertical feet anditwasall rock. Steep packsto the rope and haul them up
and a half drive. We went for a rock.
afterwegot to the top,but wemade
The beginning of this second leg it—barely. If I hadn't eatenseveral
mini-hike to see Rainbow Falls,
because the approaching sunset wasn't too bad, but then we hit the Lean Cuisine's during thesummer
wouldn'taHowforanythinglonger. bigtime. In whathadbecomea com- months, things might have been a
Afferwesawthefalls/Weheaded monoccimence,welostthetraiLAfter little more interesting.
to the campsite. Immediately, we searching a while, we decided that
Thetopwasgoigeous,evenmore
encounteredproblemsOiatarecom- we were on the right trail and it Just so considering what we went
monin theoutdoom. Our tentswere wasn't marked. We went higher, it through to get there.Wetook in the
faultyand it tookwhat seemed like got steeper, and I got scared. In my view,let our pulses fall to a normal .
forever for the fire to get going. It home state of Ohio a pile of laundry level and returned to campus.
r Ma da Mid Plus
_
'
I
T at'
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didn't fake long to notice how cold isconsidered tobeafairlyhighmounAll in all,itwasquitea challengit had become, and an uncomfort- tain. This was totally new to me.
ing
weekend.
Mission
Finally,we were 20 feet from the accomplished! }
able night awaited us.
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New coach , attitude drive Colby golf
BY DOUG COMEAU
Contributing Writer

A new coach , new work habits
and young talent have paid off for
the Colby golf team. In onl y the
second tournament of the year , the
Mules took home top h onor s in
the Sid Farr Invitational earlier this
week.
Eben Dorros '96 led the Mules
with a round oi 11, which was
eood
for the i n d i v i d u a l title . A
O
team score of 334 put Colb y j ust
ahead of second p lace Thomas
College (339), and well in front of
fourth-p lace Bowdoin , which finished with a team score of 376.
Ben O'Connell '99 p laced second for the Mules with a score of
83, followed by J a m i e Cheston '96,
Scott Williams '98 and Jake Gaul
'97.
The new-look golf team is demonstrating poise and a winning
spirit for the fi rst time in a few
years, according to first-year head
coach Jim Tortorella.
"The golf team used to be a
way to get into the country club
for free," said Tortorella. "Now
the team has become hungry and
wants to improve their game as
well as the winning attitude."
The team will practice every
day, and each practice w ill be spent
on a different skill. For instance,
Echo p hoto by Amy Rzeznikiaoicz Tuesday involves the "short game "
of chipping and p utting. Thus ea ch
Ben O'Con n ell '99 chip s onto the green.

p layer may improve part of his
game dail y.
Tortorella has added assistant
coaches to hel p teach the athletes a
new approach to the game. When
each player enters a competition ,
he will have the correct winning
mindset and necessary focus to
win the tournament , according to
Tortorella.
W i t h an e l e v a t e d p r a c t i c e
schedule and winning attitude , the
Mules arc now looking to surprise
the c o m p e t i t i o n . N o ; o n l v is
Tortorella excited a b o u t the sea son , but the returning p lay ers also
sense a change in sp iri t .
Co-captains Dorros and Tod d
Guilfoy le '96 look to compete with
the top of the division this yea r.
Williams '98 is expected to add to
the arsenal of veteran starters. Although the team lacks depth , the
top six members look to be at the
top of every tournament.
Colb y finished fifth at the 10team Terrier Invitational last week.
The Mules might have finished
even better , according to
Tortorella.
"If our top players had been on
their best game, we could have
taken second or third p lace at Terrier," he said.
Tortorella also said that the first
tournament probabl y released the
proverbial "rust " from the players ' clubs that any team should
expect from an opening tournament. Q

Key Games
Football

• Sat , Sept 23 vs. Trinity

Field Hockey

*Sat , Sept. 23 vs. Tufts

1:30

1:00

Volley Da 7

*Fri-Sat , Sept. 22-23 & MIT invira
t ior.ai
5:00
e Wed , Sent. 27 vs. Bowdoin 7:00

I

|Men 's Soccer

3:30
i °Sat. SepL 2.3 vs. Tufts
;:
j »Wed , Sep- . 27 vs. U. Southern
j
Maine
4:00

I

! Women 's Soccer

"Sat , Sept. 23 vs. Tufts

1:00

Men 's Cross Country
•Fri , Sept. 22 @ Bowdoin

4:30

Women 's Cross Country

•Sat , Sept. 23 @ U. Mass. Dartmouth Invitational
11:00

Golf

•Sun-Mon, Sept. 24-25 @ Bowdoin
Invitational
12:00

Women's Tennis

1:00
•Sat , Sept 23 vs. Tufts
•Tues-Wed , Sept. 26-27 Maine
State Tournament TBA

Home games in bold
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We think your life would be vastly improved if you possessed this piece
of knowledge: Macintosh"computers are now available for less than
the already affordable student prices.Just think , if you had a computer,

you could get your homework done faster. Then you 'd have time for '
the more importan t things in life. Anyway, sorry to i
i $£»
disturb you. Macintosh.The power to be your best? iVPP i.C Wr.

For all your computing needs visit:
The Macintosh Office at the Colby Bookstore

or call 207/872-3336
*Please stop by for current pricing & availability on all systems!
L

Offers cx/iire October 13,1995. © 1995AppleComputer, Inc. All rightsreserved,Afifile, tboAjiplelogo, Macintoshand "'Ibe power to beyour best" are registeredtrademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. CardShopPlus is a registeredtrademark olMindscajw,AllMacintoshcomputersare designedto be accessibleto individualswith disability,lb learn more (U.S. only), call 800-600-7808 or '/ 'IY'80O-755-O6O1.Stillreading? Maybeyou shouldthink about lawschool,
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NCAAs the goal for men's X-C The streak continues
Tennis win streak climbs to 12

BY AMY MONTEMERLO
Contributing Writer

Is the Colby men's cross-country
team in the running for a trip to
nationals this year? Considering the
personnel returning from last year,
the prospects look good.
With all but two of the Mules'top
seven runnersreturning,head coach
Jim Wescott said he believes that the
men's cross-country team is "knocking at the door" for a chance to competein theNCAADivision HI Championships at the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse.
Captains Chad Sisson '96 and
Kevin Smith '96will lead the team as
the top two runners. Sisson was the
no. 2 runner for Colby last year and
Smith placed seventh in the men's
state meetlast year,earning All-State
honors.
Sisson and Smith are followed by
Sam Harris '98,whoplaced 13th in the
NESCAC championships last year,
and PatFournier '98,whocamein!3th
atthemen'sstatemeetlastyear.Rounding out the top seven returning runners are Rob Sutter '96, Adam Potter
'96 and Christian Winkley '97.
Last spring the Mules graduated
two of their top runners,Abe Rogers
'95 and Sam White '95. Rogers, the
squad'sno. 1runner,placed 78th last
yearatNCAAs.WhitewastheMule's
no. 5 runner last year.
This year the team welcomes
many new freshmen. Wilson
Everhart '99, from Camp Hill Pennsylvania,has looked especially strong
in the preseason, according to
Wescott.
"It is logical that Wilson will be
one of our top seven," he said.
Last year the team placed fifth in

BY JOEL GROSSBARD

thinks the team's unity is another
strength.
"The team is a very diverse
and there is great camara'
group,
To say that the Colby women s
tennis team is off. to. a good start derie right now," he said.
Even though the team has gotwould be an understatement. To
say that it is perfect would be closer ten off to a terrific start, Illig wants
to stay focused .
to the truth.
"We've won handily so far but
So far in this young season, the
theworst thingwe
team has a tallied a :
record of 3-0, and all : **The team is;a: - - can do is get overthree victories have ' : confident," he
;^^
4iTO
;
cse
;
come in convincing
A said. "Ibelieve we
hungry
fashion, with match group, and there are
[so] that
scores of 9-0 in each.
; ' is great \ ,;.\ > ;- enough
won't happen."
The two latest '¦?:
; ''caiiiaraderie The Mules'
thrashings occurred
:
,
'
1
next
match will be
-leigHI
;
;
this weekend against
now/*:-.
\
Middlebury and Ply- -coach John Hlig at home against
Tufts onSaturday.
mouth State. These
This will be the
two victories extended the Mules' match win team's toughest match this seastreak to 12, dating back to Octo- son, according to Illig.
"Right now, we're not looking
ber, 1994.
Led by experienced co-cap- past Tufts," he said. "That looms
tains Rachel Kleinman '96 and very large for us, and we will be
Sarah Ummel '97, along with ready. They beat us last year so we
Courtney Marum '96, the team definitely have something to
has been playing at an extremely prove."
Following Tufts will be the
high level considering it is so early
Maine State Tournament on Sepin the season.
One of the major strengths of tember 26 and 27, whichwill take
the team this year is its youth. Kim place at Colby.
"There is no doubt that there is
Cheah '99, Meghan Flanigan '99,
Heidi Tyng '99, and Jesse Ander- a lot of talent on this team,but we
son '98 fill all of the singles spots have to take one match at a time
and not takeany team for granted,"
except no. 4.
Head coach John Illig said he said Illig.G
Contributing Writer

Echo photo by GreichsnRice
X-country captain Chad Sisson, '96 leads the team towards
its first meet against Bowdoin on Saturday.

the NESCAC Championships and
fourth in the New England Division
III Championships, narrowly missing the chance to run as a team at the
NCAA Championships.
The goal for the Mules this season is to place among the top three
teams at the New England Division
III Championships, which would
earn the team a trip to the University

of Wisconsin-LaCrosse.
This weekend the menwill travel
tocompete against Bowdoin in their
first meet of the season. Wescott said
the race and the course should be
"good as an opener course" for the
Mules. Bowdoin's home course has
changed, from flat to rolling terrain,
but the rivalry between the two colleges has not.Q

Field hockey drops two close games
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BY ELLEN PIGNATELLA

;. f-<^ (

Contributing Writer

Despite entering the 1995 season with much confidence in its
talent and experience, the Colby
field hockey team faced a challenging first week of competition.
On September 12, the Mules
suffered a 3-2 overtime loss in a
home game against Bridgewater
State. Following this disappointing opener, the team traveled to
Middlebury on Saturday, where it
was defeated 1-0.
Kathleen Pigeon '98, assisted
by Dori Deis '96, scored the first
goal for Colby in the Bridgewater
State contest. The second goal was
scored by Deis off of an assist by
Sand y Hughes '98.
According to head coach Heidi
Godomsk y, Colby entered the
game with a "sense of anxiety" at
the loss of co-captain Cindy Kelley
'96, who missed the game because
oi aca d emic obligations. Despite
the disappointing outcome,
Godomsky said the game featured
"some moments of brilliance"from
the Mules. Pigeon and Deis each
had nine shots on goal and
Godomsky said she was particula rl y impressed by the adaptability of her freshmen players.
Godomsk y said much of the
difficulty suffered in the loss to
Middlebury was d ue to a f la t f irst
half , during which Middlebury
scored off of a broken corner w it h
about 14 minutes remaining.
"Field hockey is such a lowscor ing game t h at one mistake ,
such as ours on that comer, has
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Fie ld hockey vs. Bridgewater State.
the potential to cost a team the the second half , especiall y durgame," said Godomsky.
ing the last ten minutes," said
Nevertheless, Colby demon- Kelley.
strated its ability to regroup and
Kelly said goalie Rachel Simson
recover in the second half. In the '96 "played a stellar game" and
had high praise for rig htmidfielder Erika Ay ers '98.
The Mules faced the University of Maine at Farmington on the
road yesterday. Last year, the two
squa ds played to a scoreless tie
after two overtime periods.
"Far mingt on is no t a team t o
be overlooked," said Godomsky.
f inal moments of th e game , the " [But ] if w e play like we did in the
Mules for ced Middlebury t o take second half of the Middlebury
a t i me out because the Panth ers game , we can come up with a
could not get the ball out of the ir win."
defensive end.
The Mules w i ll bat tle a strong
well
in
"We p layed extremely
Tufts team this weekend at home.Q
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Colby f ootball looks for revenge at home in season op ener
BY RYAN MAYHUGH

Home opener to
be broadcast by
New England
Sports Network

Sports Editor

It is hard to think of a season opener as the
biggest game of the year. But looking into the
circumstances surrounding the game this Saturday between Colby and Trinity, it becomes
obvious why this is so.
A year ago,the two teams met in Connecticut for theseason opener. Aclosegame ensued,
and Colby found itself with a 15-14 advantage
with only 1:04 left in the contest.
Trinity managed to march down field on its
next possession and kicked a 26-yard field goal
with only four seconds left to win the game. It
turned outtobe theMules'only loss in their best
season since 1972.
Members of the Colby squad have not forgotten.
"I know the whole team has been anxious
for thisgame since the moment we lost last year
— to seek a little revenge," said axaptain
Kevin Pirani '96.
"This is the biggest game at Colby in a long
time," said co-captain Brad Smith '96.
"We're excited about [thegame],"said head
coach Tom Austin. "If s something we've been
waiting for since last year."
If the Bantams are similar to other NESCAC
teams, they will find that Waterville is not a
great place to play football unless you have a
"C" on your helmet.The Mules havewon their
last seven gameson the Hill,and havecompiled
a 15-5 home record over the past five seasons.
Both teams have undergonesome changes

Lawarin Curry '97
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Echo file p ho to

Free Safety Ken Wilson '96 wraps up a Wesleyan player
sincethegamelast year,mostly ontheoffensive on the game-winning drive. Running back
side of the ball.
Shaun Kirby,whoscored two touchdowns,has
Colby's passing game is full of new faces. also been replaced.
Brett Nardini '96, a second team AU-ECAC
Colby 's defense,anchored by defensiveend
selection at tight end last year,is the sole return- Pirani, linebacker Jason Jabar '96 and strong
ing player. Quarterback P.J. Matson '97 and safety Tom Beedy '97 will have more to throw
receivers Jerrod Deshaw '97 and Tom Killilea at the Bantams than they did a year ago.
'97 will all be starting for the first time.
Last year, Colby changed the format of its
well.
Hehas
picked
up
the
"PJ.is doingvery
defense for the firsttimein 19years.The season
offense very quickly," said Pirani.
opener was the first game in whichit was really
"He could very well be the best athletic tested and both the players and coaches have
quarterback in the league,"said Smith.
had more experience with it this year.
The Mules'running game,a definite strong
"We have a new twist game we've been
will
not
be
at
100
workingonthatwedidn'thavewhenweplayed
point given the personnel,
percent due to a hamstring injury sustained by Trinity last year," said Pirani.
Smith. It has been bothering him for most of the
Trinity's defense will be relatively unpreseason and he is questionable for this changed fromlastyear.They returnsevenstartSaturday's match up.
ers,includingRyan Hankard, an All-NESCAC
Mark Thompson '99 and Don Gage '99 will and All-ECAC linebacker.
fill in for Smith if he is not ready to play. Junior
"They're similar to any Trinity team we've
the
fifth
leading
rusher
tailback Lawaun Cuny,
played,just by looking at the scrimmagetapes,"
in NESCAC last year, will see the ball often as said Austin. "They really pursue to the ball
well.
defensively;they are a very physical team."
The Colby defense will belooking at a TrinThe Mules got their first taste of NESCAC
ityoffensethatisalmostcompletelytransformed competition last weekend when they took on
from a year ago. Graduation devastated the Williams in a scrimmage game. The team's
Bantams' scoring attack,with only two starters performance was inconsistent, but there were
returning on offense.
no injuries and the things that need to be corAmong the departed are threeathleteswho rected can be dealt with in practice this week,
caused the Mules all kinds of problems in 1994. according to Austin.
Quarterback Steve Mikulski victimized the
"Offensively we were disjointed, but they
Mules' secondary for 322 yards in the air. Tom are all correctable things," he said."The excitEcho f ile photo McDavitt,Mikulski's favorite target, caught 10 ing thing about it is that the kids played hard
passes for 139yards,including four for 51yards and we saw some good things."Q

1994 Colby
Football Results
Trinity
Middlebury
Wesleyan
Amherst
Hamilton
Bates
Tufts
Bowdoin

17-15
37-33
28-14
25-23
31-15
28-6
45-7
34-13

Loss
Win
Win
Win
Win
Win
Win
Win

Final Record: 7-1, 2nd best in NESCAC
CBB Champions-7th consecutive year

1995 Colby
Football Schedule
Sept.
Oct.

Nov.

23
30
7
14
21
28
4
11

Trinity
Middlebury
Wesleyan
Amherst
Hamilton
Bates
Tufts
Bowdoin

1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:00
1:00

Home games in bold
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Members of the Colby and Trinity football teams are obviously not the only ones
who think this weekend's game is important.
The game has been chosen as the ECAC
Game of the Week. It will be taped on
Saturday and played on the cable sports
network NESN Monday night at 7:30 PM.
"It's a great statement for our school
and our program that they would feature
Colby in the ECAC Game of the Week,"
said Head Coach Tom Austin. (R.M.)
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Football' s
showdown vs.
Trinity is
Saturday.
See page 15

Women's soccer
dominates in
opening weekend
BY PETER FELMLY
Contributing Writer

If this weekend was any indication of how strong the Colb y
women's soccer team will be this
season, then no NESCAC team
should take the Mules lightly.
Friday and Saturday, the team
made a road trip to Vermont to play
Middlebury and Norwich in its first
two games of the season. The season kicked off with two shutout
wins: a 2-0 victory over Middlebury
on Friday and a 50 win against Norwich on Saturday.
"We're very
p leased with the
performance, but
it's really just the
beginning," said
head coach Jen
Holsten. "It's hard
to tell at what point we re going to
reach our full potential."
Defense, conditioning and
strong goalkeeping were the keys
to Friday's win over Middlebury,
according to Holsten. Middlebury
came onto the field ready to play
and tested first-year goalkeeper
Heather Garni with eight shots in
the first five minutes. Garni met
the challenge as did the rest of the
squad.
After the 10-minute mark the
Mules got over their first game jitters and realized that they were the
better conditioned team, according
to Holsten. However,it was not until
the second half that either team
scored. By that time, the Colby team
had worn out the Middlebury squad

with their physical play.
The first goal came about 21 minutes into the second half. Shannon
Tracy '97 scored unassisted from
the left wing,netting a no-angleshot
in the top corner of the far post. The
second goal of the game came with
just nine minutes to play. Jenna
DeSimone '98 hit a shot from the left
side that also found its way into the
top corner of the far post.
"We came out strong," said
Holsten. "It was a great start to the
season."
Saturday theColby squad played
Norwich and
proceeded to
dominate from
the
opening
whistle, according to Holsten.
They outshot the
Cadets 10-0 in the
first half,but only
found the net on
one of those shots. Karen Hoppe '97
scored on a cross from Kara
Marchant '97 for the first goal of the
game.
The back of the net was easier for
the Mules to find in the second half.
Colby came out to score four unanswered goals against a stunned
Norwich squad.
Just three minutes into the half,
DeSimone scored her second goal
of the season on a pass from Kim
Waldron '99. Senior Sarah Eustis
scored the third goal of the contest
on a pass from Danielle Bolduc '99
with just over 16 minutes to play.
Kara Schiebel '99 (who was just
called up from the women's "B"
team) scored the fourth goal on a
see WOMEN'S SOCCERon p a g e10
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Photo courtesy of Meghan Sittla
Meghan Sittler '98 and Barb Gordon <97 have made the United States women's ice hockey team.

The Olymp ic dream

Sittler and Gordon becomemembers of Team USA
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

There is no doubt that Colby is a strong school academically. Despiteits size, it has produced many professors and students whose works are world renowned.
But Colby sports? The thought that someone from
Colby would go pro or make a trip to the Olympics
would be good for a few laughs, wouldn't it? Not any
longer.
Two of Colby 's finest athletes, Barb Gordon '97 and
Meghan Sittler '98, were named to the United States
women's ice hockey national team in late August. This
is the same team from which the 1998 U.S. women's
Olympic hockey team will be picked.
"It's the best experience I've ever had, hockeywise," said Sittler.
The tryouts for the team were held in Lake Placid ,
N.Y., August 20-26. Thirty-eight women tried out and
the team was trimmed down to 21 by the last day of the

tryout period.
The next day, Team USA traveled to Finland to take
on the women's national team from that country. Th.
two teams met four times over the course of a week, anc
Team USA came out on top in all four matches. In th.
first meeting between the teams,which the U .S. won 6
0, Sittler netted two goals and was named the game'i
MVP.
Most of the members of the team are 24 or 25 year
old,according to Sittler. Aside from Sittler and Gordon
only two other members of the team are currentl;
playing college hockey. One attends Harvard and thi
other is from Providence.
"I think it will look good to recruits," said Sittler.
"It says a lot for [Colby Head Coach] Laufl
Halldorson and our program," said Gordon.
"For an athlete I'm recruiting, Colby doesn't souni
as attractive as UNH, Harvard and some of the power
houses of the ECAC," said Halldorson. "But by send
see OLYMPICSon p age 11

Men 's soccer splits road tri p, falls to UC-Santa Cruz
BY BOB ELLINGER
Contributing Writer
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Colby battles the Slugs last Wednesday.

' Echo file photo

Following a disappointing start
to the season, the men's soccer team
had many questions heading into
last weekend's competition.
In their first game last Tuesday
against the University of California-Santa Cruz, the Mules saw the
Banana Slugs score two goals in the
last ten minutes to steal a 2-1 victory.
"The confidence just wasn't
there on Tuesday,"said head coach
Mark Serdjenian . "A mature team
should be able to hold a one-goal
lead, but [UC-Santa Cruz] scored
two quick goals on us. It was a
tough open ing game for the young
team."
The loss did not bode well for
the squa d as th ey had to travel on
Saturday to play Middlebury, an

ing to Serdjenian .
The following day, the Mule
traveled to play Norwich, a tean
which they have had much succes
against in recent years. Controllin .
play throughout much of the garrtf
the Mules won 3-0.
Colby jumped out to an earl)
lead when Andy Young '98 scor^
NCAA qualifier last season. The nine minutes into the game. Ty ltf
Mules played right along with the Walker '96 followed up with a go"
Panthers, but ended up on the los- later in half to give the White M uld
ing side of the 1-0 final score.
a comfortable 2-0 halftime advan
's
game with tage.
. "Saturday
Middlebury showed us that we can
"We came out and played knotf
play with some of the best teams in ing that our first win was coming*
the northeast," said Serdjenian. said Serdjenian.
In the second half the Mule
"Middlebury played better than us
but we had our chances, including maintained their offensive and &
two scoring chances in the last five fensivepressure. MarcSmall '96 (ft
ished the scoring when he netted
minutes."
The Colby defens e, anchored by goal in the second half.
In addition to his goal, Sma
the outstanding goal tending of Graham Nelson '98, was solid in the had two assists. Last year's lead ir*
game against Middlebury, accord- see MEN'S SOCCER on page H

